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AH A BST3A CT OP THE T H E S IS

ne®^ was felt to develop locally small scale thresh

ing and cleaning machinery especially in view of the recent 

orientation towards commercialization of the small scale 

farming in Bast Africa, i'.oreorer, the recent drive to 

increase the cultivation of grain legumes in East Africa pro

vided a stimulus to develop the required machinery for 

grain legumes.

The study was, therefore, undertaken with a view to 

look for appropriate mechanisms and to establish operational 

parameters for the threshing and cleaning of grain legumes 

using soyabeans as a testing crop, A basic ob^eotive was 

that the equipment should be hand operated,

v.'ork on threshing was divided into two phases. During 

the first phase, a novel mechanism oalled the Peristaltic*
f

was fabricated locally and then its performance was assessed 

in comparison with the rasp bar mechanism. Output poten

tial, threshing efficiency and grain damage were assessed 

at varying revolving speeds of the mechanisms and crop m,c. 

Host of the second phase consisted of a series of obser



vations on the toothpeg mechanism to ascertain its suit* 

akility and to work out ita optimum operational parameters 

for threshing soyabeans*

The 'peristaltic’ mechanism did not prove to be a 

suitable mechanism for the purpose in view. Its main draw 

backs were its inability to thresh a crop above 23-25 per 

cent moisture content and overall high scutcher peripheral 

speeds required for efficient threshing and high output* 

Moreover, its construction requirements did not lend them

selves very well for local manufacturing*

Both versions of eylinder/concave mechanism, namely 

the rasp bar and the toothpeg, whioh were evaluated proved 

to be suitable for threshing grain legumes* However, the 

toothpeg appeared to have a marginal advantage over the 

rasp bar because of its ability to thresh high moisture 

content crop and to strip groundnut shells from their 

haulms - a process reputed to be labour demanding when 

done manually* As a result, the study on the toothpeg 

was extended to cover the collection of basic operational 

parameters for designing a toothpeg type of threshing

machine



The study also brought out into light that it may not 

be very convenient to hand operate these machanisms, largely 

because of the high amount of energy demanded for rotating 

them. This was in agreement with a similar type of work 

undertaken elsewhere. Thus, it is recommended that the 

machine be power motivated. This machine can then be eco

nomically and efficiently operated on hire basis either 

by a private contractor or a co-operative venture to spread 

its high initial cost over a large annual produce use.

Its likely output can be envisaged within the range of 90- 

120 kgs/hr. of grain.

Work on cloaning and grading aspects received little 

attention apart from constructing locally the Universal 

Cleaner for collecting some basic operational parameters 

involved in cleaning and grading of the threshed material. 

This aspect of the study was not pursued in great depth 

as it was soon realised that a table or stationery screen 

attached to the thresher and relative simple operations 

of picking the haulms, would on the whole be adequate, 

provided that a suitable winnower like the fl.I.A.E. win

nower could be made available.



The conclusions drawn from the study are summarised 

in the final Chapter* Some tentative recommendations for 

fabricating a toothpeg type of machine are also suggested 

in the same chapter*
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1

1*1 Need for Small Scale Processing -achinery

Mechanization of 'barn yard* processes appears to hare 

been somewhat of a neglected branch of Agricultural engineer

ing in East Africa, This is especially true of a subject 

like threshing, cleaning and grading of crops. The effect 

of this negligence is very evident at the peasant level of 

farming where absence of simple but efficient post harvest

ing machinery is conspicous. Lack of interest in the develop

ment of machinery at the local level partly stems from the 

fact that where cereal crops are cultivated on a commercial 

scale in East Afrioa, the machinery imported from overseas 

has performed well to the satisfaction of the local farmer* 

and the attitude persists that only large scale commercial 

production Justifies the use of special threshing machinery,

A look into the btsic economy of three East African 

countries reveals their heavy reliance on the Agricultural 

sector both for gross domestic product and for earning 

foreign exchange (Livingstone et al, 1968), The majority
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of the population occupies the land, at subsistence or semi- 

oommercial level. The average farm size varies from 2-10 

hectares. As a group, farmers with this amount of land have 

potential to support an intermediate level of mechanization, 

- although scope for individuals is very much limited due 

to lack of a cash motive or objective in the farming.

Most processing machines which are popular in the tem

perate areas, such as combine harvesters, or cotton and corn 

pickers are a combination of machines which perform a series 

of operations and require high power to operate, Factors 

suoh as cheap manual labour, small land holdings, low crop 

yields, shortage of power and lack of capital seldom justify 

the use of similar machines in the tropics. No doubt, in 

the long run, the more economical larger equipment will play 

an increasingly important role in the mechanization of 

tropical agriculture. Meanwhile, the requirement of the me

dium sized African holdings, which are too large to work 

economically with manual or animal labour, but too small for 

the sophisticated equipment, require immediate attention 

from engineers.

Owing to unavailability of suitable equipment, peasant 

farmers in East Africa largely rely on primitive methods of

i
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threshing* Threshing is dons by spreading the ripe orop on 

a bare piece of hard ground where it is beaten with sticks* 

(eee plate Ho* l). In some parts of Ethiopia and Tanzania, 

the hooves of animals are used to trample on the crop 

(Kline et al, 1969). (see plate No* 3)* Reports suggest 

that the improved Chinese flail beating method is not 

commonly seen in East Africa (Kline et al, 1969)* ’,hen the 

threshing is presumed to be over, forks and such other im— 

plements are used to toss the grain and sort out straw/ 

chaffe from the rest of the material, (see plate -.o* 2). 

Cleaning is then accomplished by giving a light and con

tinuous movement to a grain filled basket held chest high 

to let the grain drop and the chaffe is blown away by wind* 

In the absence of wind work has to be temporarily abandoned* 

Grading of seeds has not yet entered prominence in the 

farming scene of the peasant. He prefers to sell the whole 

lot as it is*

Though these methods outwardly seem to be cheap and 

simple, It is repeatedly stated in literature that they are 

wasteful in that they inevitably cause considerable grain 

loss and damage. (Abousabe, 1959 and the International Hice 

Research Institute Technical paper No. 2, 1966), besid a 

being Blow and cumbersome* In Malaya, local farmers agreed
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PLATE NO. 1

THRESHING BEARS BY BEATING WITH STICKS IN UGANDA.
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PLATS WO, 5

THRESHING BY DRIVING CATTLE 

OVER THE LOOSENED 3UNDL3S OR GRAIN
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that with machine threshing about 5-10 per cent more grain 

was obtained as compared with hand threshing (llarsden, 1959). 

In Uganda, where most farmers do not possess a concrete 

threshing floor, resultant threshed material is reported to 

be contaminated with foreign material such as small stones 

and dust particles (Harrison, pers comm, 1969). Such a pro

duo t when offered in the market fetches a lower price and if 

specifically required for human consumption needs reoleaning 

at the processing plant.

According to reports, small holders in Asia and Kiddle 

Bast do not solely rely on these completely manual threshing/ 

cleaning methods. During the evolution of farming in their 

respective countries they have evolved certain hand-powered 

or animal assisted threshing units, example being the animal 

drawn Olpad disc thresher in Asia (Agrawal, 1951)» or the 

Norag disc thresher in Near Bast (Hopfen, I960), or pedal 

operated drum thresher for paddy in Japan and the Far Bast 

(Seiichi Tobata, 1958).

advantage fti 1 uuk  ̂ al s-c ti snd nu-f- * f > vl ,

Whilst his opposite number in the Middle Bast and Asia 

has some mechanical aids for preparing his crop for the 

market, very little appears to have been done to help the 

small holder in Africa to carry out these operations. Though
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In recent years, some attempts have been made to develop 

mechanical aids at local level* The outstanding among them 

being the successful shelling of dry groundnuts by worn out

grinding plates in Ghana (Agr, and Hort. Eng, Abstracty 1936)
el

and the successful development of hand groundnut sheller made
A

up of old vehicle rims and concrete by volunteers in Sierra 

Leone(krusch,-).Where animal power is not availablev simple, 

improved hand operated threshers could greatly increase the 

productivity of men performing the task. On a strictly sub

sistence level, the high manpower requirements have not been 

Important, but they are of major concern to the emerging 

market orientated fanner who has other priorities in which 

he could use his energy and time profitably.

As the costs of labour and buying oxen go up there is 

a greater advantage in more modem methods. Likewise, as 

new, higher yielding varieties are introduced, as more agri

cultural input8 are employed to intensify production, and as 

cropping areas are expanded, the greater is the comparative 

advantage of mechanical power and machine assisted methods. 

Better farming practices mean higher yields and in turn mean 

more to thresh, as an example, In East Africa, farmers oom- 

plain that the new higher yielding varieties of wheat take 

40 to 60^ longer to thresh than the traditional varieties
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(Kline et al, 1969).

Whether, machinery so developed should be engine power

ed or hand motivated, appears to be an open issue* Two dis

tinct trains of thoughts seem to occupy minds of Agricul

tural Engineers* Khan (1962) strongly recommends develop

ment of engine powered machinery at local level* In con

trast Gordon (1967) firmly believes that there iB wide scope 

for improvement of existing farm implements and introduction 

of hand powered machinery at intermediate levels* Allen (196 

suggests that before the farmer is introduced to engine 

powered machinery, it should be a wise step forward if he 

were first introduced to improved hand operated machinery. 

Moreover, labour in the tropical zone of Africa is generally 

underemployed except for seasonal peak demands. Many basic 

farm operations can still be done economically by improved 

h&nd-po.vered implements*

However, recent trends indicate that small scale develop* 

ment is increasingly leaning towards engine powered machinery 

(Dept* of Agriculture India, 1967* Saxena et al, 1970)* In 

particular, mechanization of small rice fields in the Par 

East, and on the Indian sub-continent seems to have attrac

ted attention of many agricultural Engineers (Khan, 1970)*
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According to Harrington (1970), in India, the number of 

small holders buying this sort of machinery is on the in

crease. However, the other Bide of the coin reveals that 

there hare been successful hand operated threshing machines 

for crops like maize and groundnuts (Munobwa, 1968)*

The whole issue is v.ell summed up in the United Nations 

study No* 67, in the following words.

"Agricultural evolution seems to suggest that at every 

new stage there came into existence the need for new kind of 

technology. At the same time older ones continued to develop. 

Agricultural production methods are elastic by nature, there

fore, the same product can be produoed in a number of diffe

rent systems. The mechanisation of agriculture will, there

fore, not render man powered methods superfluous; there is 

scope for the development of both. A critical evaluation, 

will show that in many cases where improved hand powered and 

animal powered implements are the best means to advancement 

for small farmers, many of whom are not in a position to 

benefit directly from motorization, particularly in areas 

lacking a well established industry".

An urgent need to look into the problems of providing
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small scale post-harvesting machinery for the small holder 

Is quite evident from the above quotation. Unfortunately, 

the machinery developed in the Far East and India ie not 

being introduced in Bast Africa ae yet* Therefore, it falls 

on the local personnel to probe into this problem and locally 

develop maohlnery which could be fabricated at home* In 

addition, the long range sooio—economic implications of dis

placing field labour by imported agricultural machines will 

also necessitate the development of local manufacturing in

dustries to provide some alternate employment and create 

wealth for the country. A lack of acceptable agricultural 

machinery designs that could be produced by simple fabri

cation methods hat hampered the growth of looa} machinery • 

manufacturers•

1:2. Heed For Small Scale drain Ier;uue Threshers And

Winnowers

In as far as the cereal crops like rice and wheat are 

concerned, at present quite tremendous development work is 

being undertaken in the Far East and on the Indian sub- con-

tinent* There are number of threshing units available on
A

the market, being fabricated by the local manufacturers in 

their respective countries. (Testing reports Government of
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India, 1969 ’-nd Khan, 1970), Most of these machines are 

based on the conventional drum/oonoave threshing principle. 

These mechanisms have been tested and perfected for cereals. 

It appears though that very few attempts, if any have been 

made to establish elementary parameters which affect 

threshing of grain legumes. Alternatively, if such work 

has been carried out somewhere, the data so collected, 

appears not to have been published*

It is a pity that legume crops which are more valuable 

from a nutritional point of view than cereals, have failed 

to attract the attention of machine designers* Apart from 

a few isolated attempts (Owen et al, 1953* iAmp et al, 1961* 

Baohansingh et al, 1968), to develop machinery specifically
CV»ci

for grain legumes by^large the machinery initially designed 

for cereals has been adopted to thresh grain legumes (Bolen, 

1969)* Moreover, apart from Baohansingh et al (i960) and 

Lamp et al (1961), the rest of the attempts have been 

directed to cater either for experimental small plots or 

very large scale threshing* (&unkel, 1962, ...epcrt to 

Headers, A.E. 1964)* Baohansingh and co-worker (i960) 

during the course of their research have successfully deve

loped an engine powered thresher for soyabeans, based on 

the rasp bar mechanism* They too appear to have direotly
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adopted the design originally perfected for oereals and give 

no demonstration of haying worked on basic data collection 

for parameters involved in crop-thresher reaotion.

The podded legume crops when mature split open along 

both dorsal and ventral sutures. It is reported (Landarbeit,

1955) that this characteristics can be utilised to achieve a
a.

threshing efficiency of up̂ bô  hundred per cent with practical

ly no loss through damage, if the bean crop is spread on the 

firm ground in a 2-3 m. wide circular strip, 30-40 cms. high 

and a tractor is repeatedly run over it. Once it is found 

that threshing is over, the straws are removed by forks, 

seeds together with ohaffe are passed over a winnower for 

separating seeds from the rest of the foreign material.

This method, though reported to be successful, does not 

show much hopes for being applicable to a small farmer, 

since the requirements like a firm ground and a tractor may 

not be readily available.

The need for developing machinery for threshing grain 

legumes is made more strong by the present diversification 

policy of the Agricultural Departments of^three East African 

countries. Their extension staff is actively engaged in ad-
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vocating to the farmers to grow a wide range of crops on a 

commercial level. Crops like Soyabeans (Glycine so.1a) and 

French Beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) which are largely grown 

for the home consumption, are likely to have their acre

ages increased for commercial production, especially as 

these crops are able to supply the much needed protein in 

the local diet. The international agencies like PAO and 

UKICEF are very much interested in increasing the produc

tion of grain legumes in East Africa, and have already 

submitted their plans for the same to the three East 

African Governments (Stanton, 1966).

There are chances, therefore, that legumes will assume 

increasing importance in small scale farming. This is very 

true of a legume crop like soyabeans, since its protein 

content of 34—40 per cent is the highest among all the 

legumes and is relatively cheap in comparison with the meat 

protein (Rubaihayo, I960). In addition, a processing plant 

has been put up near Kampala (Uganda), to manufacture pro

tein rich soyabean products and a factory in Jin^a has 

started using soyabean for manufacturing animal feeds. It 

is felt that these two enterprises are likely to provide a
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continuous outlet for soyabeans* A ready market for soya

beans means that more and more farmers will be tempted to 

grow this crop, and this presents an excellent case for 

awarding a high priority to small scale processing investi

gations for this crop.

li3 Development Limitations For Small Scale Processing

Machinery In East Africa.

Though there appears to be a chronic need to develop at 

local level small scale post harvesting machinery, any deve

lopment work undertaken for this purpose must be guided by 

the technical know-how of the small farmer.

A h e
Machine farming is still a young concept for^simple 

minded peasant farmer, who incidently, constitutes the largest 

segment of rural households in Uganda. Hand tools have been 

used for ages and are still his sole farming aids. With such 

a background, it is obvious that extreme caution will have to 

be exeroised to orientate the small holder from the use of a 

simple hand tool to the use of mechanical aids. Any piece of 

machinery presented to him, ought, for that reason to be of 

necessity simple to use and maintain, robust, inexpensive, 

capable of being repaired locally and of a standard of
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efficiency than what is being replaced* Thoughtless designing 

and fabrication of machinery, based on advanced technology of 

the Western world is more likely to lead to the path of failure 

than success* High first costs, followed by complexity in

operation, may so much bewilder the small farmer that his>! < un i, earlier active \ vriieipotien, of cfa.V&dJju firms
immediate response may not be very warm, and is likely to
OA1JJMTC p ® 1 it ’ ■ v*j I 7 f $1? t h  K ‘ ' t f j i  1 v . f \ -n.t.jr:A * in

turn him against its use*

or ft 'j - . I r* to jftan.a.' fcft sale, +T dl.'ilrl**
Improvements in traditional farming in past have come

mainly from the farmer’s increased manual skill in using tradi- 

tional tools rather than from developing improved tools.

(PAO, 1966)* Chances for introducing new and more efficient, 

simple mechanical aids, appear to be wide open* What appears 

to be required in the first place is a simple piece of equip

ment like the "kano" groundnut sheller ( soe Plate No. 4), with 

as few moving parts &b possible and preferably )ft hand operated

Initiatton of development work on Agricultural equipment 

has Just begun in East Africa and has not gone much beyond 

infancy stage* 3?or example, there are no published records of 

any attempts having been made to locally develop any post har

vesting machinery* Consequently, any start made in this 

direction, will have to be right from the scratch in moat 

cases, and perhaps, elementary in earlier stages but by no
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means primitive or sub-standard in its efficiency or output.

Though need exists in developing countries for local 

fabrication of agricultural machinery including threshers 

and cleaners, earlier active participation of commercial firms 

cannot be expected largely for the reason that the demand in 

the initial stages of development may not be adequate enough 

for a commercial firm to manufacture sale, service or distri

bute them. Fabrication will have largely to be carried out by 

either Government agencies or institutions with a very active 

support from the extension service. Threshers designed for 

small scale farming, therefore, should be simple to fabricate, 

in order that maximum utilisation of available equipment, m&n-

power, and skill at above mentioned institutions could be
A

achieved.

1:4 Purpose Of The Present Study

Keeping in view the development characteristics and re

quirements mentioned in the preceding sections, work was ini

tiated with the objective of assessing the factors affecting 

threshing and cleaning of grain legumes with speoial emphasis 

on soyabeans. The following pattern of investigation was 

adopted to fulfil the above objectives.
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(a) Critical comparison of furious mechanisms to establish 

their suitability for threshing and cleaning grain legumes.

(b) Establishment of critical design parameters for simple 

hand operated machines, that lend themselves to local manu

facture.

(c) To establish how the predicted designs would perform in 

practice, when using pilot models.
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A aSYI^W OP PlgPgaigQ APPROACH)}3 

TO THRASHING AND CLEANING

processes, rough t - leys),current ; eaabine
CHAPTffB 2

The object of threshing is to separate the erop into 

grain or seed, straw, ehaffe, cavings and other Impurities* 

Threshing originally meant the simple operation of knocking 

grain free from the ears, but the term now embraces the pro

cesses of separating the grain or seed from its straw, and 

ehaffe, freeing it from impurities and grading it ready for 

use (Culpln, 1963)* Perhaps, it may be worth mentioning here, 

that, for the purpose of this study, the older concept of 

threshing i*e* simply knocking out of grains from the ears is 

followed* Cleaning and grading are treated as separate pro

cesses* Though harvesting procedures do not fall within the 

scope of this study, they are inevitably considered where 

found to have a significant influence on the threshing process*

During the past thirty years there has occurred a steady 

change in crop harvesting and processing techniques* Before 

1938* for example, the final threshing of most crops was com

pleted in the barnyard including threshing small jrains, bail

ing hay, chopping ensilage for silos and shelling corn* New
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machines developed since then, however, have transferred the 

barnyard operations to combine them with primary harvesting 

processes, through the development of combine harvesters,
Y

hay bales and forage harvesters* At present, a wide range 

of machinery is available to suit individual farmer's re* 

quirements (Byg, 1968), This is very well illustrated by 

the wide range of machinery used to prepare maize (Zea mays) 

for the consumer's market* In the advanced mechanized stage 

of its production, the crop is mechanically harvested, and 

at the same time shelled, in other words, "combine harvested"* 

These field shtllers, as they are usually called, are of two- 

types (Park et alT 1966)* They could be exclusively made for 

maize picking and shelling or the recent development has been 

to attach a maize header to the grain combine for harvesting 

maize* Alternatively, the crop may be picked and shelled in 

two separate operations; or even picked, dehusked and shelled 

in three operations*

? , , ,r # ,

In the more labour intensive systems all three operations 

are performed by hand labour, with shelling being the prime 

bottleneck*

Since the dawn of civilization, the sickle - the most 

ancient of harvesting tools, the scythe or modified scythe
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called the cradle, have been and are In use for reaping 

cereals. Though outmoded in advanced countries they are 

still seen to be in use in tropics (Kline et al, 1969).

The traditional hand harvesting methods have been 

evolved in accordance with climatic conditions, local 

customs and trades such as rope and mat making (Marsden, 

1959). For example, in rice there are many variations of 

two basic techniques, which can be directly related to 

areas of low and high humidity (Marsden, 1959). Where 

the humidity is high the grain must be threshed immediately 

after reaping, presumably, to avoid biological processes, 

which are hastened up in a humid environment if the crop 

is staked in a heap for a prolonged time. The women using 

a small knife reap the crop, leaving it in small bundles 

or sheaves with the heads together. The men follow the 

reapers around the field threshing out sieves by swinging 

them over their shoulders and beating them down into a 

wooden tub or tong. With this method grain losses are high 

because of shedding and incomplete threshing. Where the 

humidity is lower, the paddy is carried to a central site, 

where it is placed in a heap and threshed out by treading 

usually by buffaloes or oxen. With this method incidence
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of damage can be high and there are also shedding losses 

arising from the amount of handling involved.

In Japan, Taiwan and to some extent in India rioe 

harvesting and threshing is being quite successfully per

formed with windrowers, bundlers, combines and pedal thre

shers. (McColly, 1965). The choice of a particular 

mechanism depends on the size of the holding. Strohman 

et al (1967) report of successfully designing a small 

grain harvester for rice. The striking feature is that 

unlike conventional threshers, the motion of the head is 

opposed to that of the beaters.

Stone et al (1963) state that two paths of progress 

lead to the modern harvesters cum threshers known as grain 

combines. The development of implements for reaping and 

the development of implements for threshing.

The first bold stride towards combine mechanization 

was the birth of a reaper in 1830s in America. Nearly 

twenty years latter the first patent was issued for a 

reaper binder in America.

The attempts to use threshing machines to replace
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hand threshing began in 1730 and between 1730 and 1850, 

many ingenious attempts were made to develop stationery 

threshers (Pussell, 1952),

Information published by Case Co. of America relates 

the story in the following words (stone et al, 1963)#

"Small stationery threshers called *ground hogs* were 

commonly used in America in 1800 (see Plate No. 5)» Their 

spike tooth cylinder, set in a wooden frame, threshed the 

grain. But separating the grain from the chaffe and straw 

was done by hand-winnowing. Ground-hogs were usually 

operated by animal sweep powers or tread powers, although 

some were turned by hand. The next step in thresher design 

featured a shaker device for separating grain from straw 

and chaffe. This type of rig required a four men crew, 

consisting of a feeder, band cutter and two straw tenders".

The stationery threshing era had a life span of 200 

years, lasting till 1930s when grain combines began to 

beoome popular in large scale farming. This was about 

hundred years after the first successful combine was put 

on the market in Michigan state. Stationery threshers ara 

still in use to some extent in the U.S.Aj where fields are
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PLATE no. 3 

GROUND HOG THRESHER
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PLATE NO, 6

CROSS 3ECTION OP A SELF-PROPELLED COMBINE 

SHOWING THE PUNCTIONAL AREAS FOR CUTTING, 

ELEVATING AND FEEDING, THRESHING, SEPARATING, 

CLEANING AND GRAIN HANDLING.
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small or inaccessible for even the smallest combine* In 

1935, Allis Chalmers changed the old pattern and introduced 

into the market a one man combine harvester (Stone and 

Gulvin, 1963)* Combines of to-day are highly sophisticated, 

performing varieties of tasks simultaneously, - Including 

that of controlling feeding rate, and the height of the 

head-cutter by itself (Friesen, 1966| Kaminski, 1965)*

More and more farmers the world over are using combines 

now, for example in the United States in 1950,85 to 95 per 

cent of the barley, wheat and soyabeans were harvested with 

combines (Bainer et al, 1965 - see Plate Ho. 6).

The hand harvesting methods are laborious* Reports 

from India (Saran and Ojha, 1967) state that in the long 

run harvesting costs by reaper are less than by sickle, 

but it's the initial outlay whioh prohibits farmers to 

acquire it* To overeome this prohibitive ooet Saran and 

Ojha (1967) at the Indian Institute of Technology, Kharg- 

pur, India have successfully developed a simple but in

expensive hand powered grain harvester which is capable of 

harvesting a wide variety of crops*

Though combines have become very popular in certain
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parts of the world, stationery threshers are still in use 

in East Europe (Podlipenskii, I960, Grone, 1961, Podlipeekii,

1963) » especially chop threshing (Harris, 1959)*

A study of literature on threshing mechanisms revealed 

that over a number of years, the agricultural engineers 

working in the various sectors of the world have designed 

and developed numerous threshing mechanisms for doing the 

simple job of knocking out grains from ears or pods. The 

working principles of some of these mechanisms, and their 

uses are discussed in the succeeding sections. This dis

cussion is largely based on the literature review of the su 

subject.

2:1 The Cyllnder/Concave Threshing Mechanisms

Of all the mechanisms used for threshing the cylinder/ 

concave mechanisms are by far the most commonly used (Smith,

1964) . Their almost universal adoption appears to be as

a result of their ability to thresh a wide range of crops, 

and their maximum threshing efficiency, with a low degree 

of injury to the seeds, if used skillfully. In addition it 

is easy to maintain continuity in feeding and it is easy to
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feed into this mechanism (Arnold, 1966)* Though, according

to the literature reports, these mechanisms were originally . 

designed and perfected for temperate cereal crops, they hare 

lent themselves extremely well to thresh uropical cereals 

like finger millet (Eleuaine corocana) sorghum (sorghum 

vulgare) and rice (Oryza sativa) (I'unobwu, 1968)* These 

tropical crops in comparison with temperate crops seem to 

have received very little attention from the machine designers*

Basically, two components constitute this conventional 

threshing mechanism - namely a cylinder/or drum and a con

cave* The concave which is located below or above the 

cylinder, is curved inwards and surrounds about one quarter 

of the cylinder circumference* Hence it is named "Concave11* 

Removal of seeds from the heads or pods is ordinarily accom

plished with rotating cylinders. The threshing action of 

these cylinders is primarily derived from the force of im

pact. when the relatively slow moving material comes in 

contact with the high speed cylinder (peripheral speed of 

1000 m/min to 2000 nv/min) the force of impact shatters the 

heads or pods and free a considerable portion of the seed 

from the straw. Further threshing is obtained by the ruh«*

the material is accelerated and passes throughbing action as
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the restricted clearance spaoe between the cylinder and the 

concave*

The mechanism, since its first appearance, has constantly 

been subjected to modifications with an aim of perfecting 

its performance, as a result, it is now available in varying 

designs. (Fusaell, 1932) to suit the individual's choice*

A brief discussion, mentioning the relative merits of each 

is given below*

a) Spike Tooth or Peg Tooth Cylinder/Conoave

This is the oldest type of threshing mechanism (Stone 

et al, 1963)* It ha3 heavy steel teeth or pegs bolted to 

the periphery of the drum’ and to the inside of the concave* 

The arrangement of the spike tooth cylinder and concave 

(see Hate No. 7 and 33) is such that the cylinder teeth 

pass midway between staggered teeth on the concave, (or vice 

versa) thus producing a combing action. Provision is usually 

made for control of the overlapping of the cylinder and con

cave teeth. (.Baincr et al, 1963)* i’he shape and size of 

the teeth vary somewhat depending upon a particular design* 

Some have rounded teeth, others possess tapered teeth* The
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teeth in the concave are mounted on perforated or Bolid 

removable sections. The total number of rows of teeth 

needed in the concave (usually two, four or six) depends 

upon the crop and the threshing conditions. Teeth with 

corrugated sides are sometimes installed for difficult 

threshing conditions (Bainer et al, 1965). Host of the 

pedal threshers used for threshing rice are equipped with 

the tooth peg type of mechanism. (Hopfen, 1953)*

The spike tooth type of mechanism has proved suitable 

for threshing most grain crops (Stone et al, 1963). They 

have a tendency to break up the straw much more than the 

beater type (Culpin, 1963) and it is also said they are more 

drastic in their treatment of delicate cereals like malting 

barley (Davies, 1949)* Garrie et al (1967) report that the
do IL>

tooth peg type of mechanism often 4c not draw straws throughA
the machine readily, hence usually the straws are arranged 

by hand and the heads only are fed into the machine - the 

straws being withdrawn after threshing. According to Khan, 

(1968, 1969, 1970) the spike tooth type of drum has a better 

ability to thresh wet material than either rasp bar or wire 

loop types of drums. According to Hawkins (1949) the basic 

threshing principle and construction of the mechanism appear 

to allow a higher feeding rate because of more feeding space
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between the drum and the concave* As a result it is likely 

to have a higher output than the raspbar mechanism, (Com

pare Plate Nos. 6 and 9)* khan further reports of having 

successfully developed a peg type of thresher, to thresh 

wet paddy. The machine has been designed for local fabri

cation by interested commercial firms.

The combing principle of threshing crops of peg type 

of mechanism can be utilized to strip the groundnut Bhells 

from their haulms. Though hand labour plays a major role 

in processing of groundnuts, in recent years, however, new 

machinery developments have provided partial or complete 

mechanized harvesting of groundnuts. A maohine performing 

a combination of digging, shaking and windrowing has been 

developed in recent years, (Bainsr et al, 1965 - see 

plate No. 11). Especially designed digger blades cut the 

tape roots and lift the groundnuts.. The chain and slat con

veyor picks up the plants, elevates them to a height of 

about six feet, shaking off most of the soil in the process. 

The rods attached at the discharge end move the rows to

wards the centre, thus achieving windrowing of plants.

The usual procedure is to allow the peanuts to dry or par

tially dry in stacks or windrows in the field before picking.
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Peanuts are then removed from the vines either with cylinder 

type machines, similar to grain threshers and combines or 

with pickers that employ combing principle (see Plate No. 12). 

Cylinder type machines may be equipped with a conventional 

spike tooth cylinder from which part of the teeth have been 

removed or spring teeth may be used on the cylinder and in 

the concaves (Goldin et al, 1966). Cylinder peripheral 

speeds of 350 ny'min to 600 n/min are typical (Smith, 1948). 

Separation is then accomplished by means of a series of 

spring tooth cylinders, operating over expanded metal con

caves, after which the peanuts fall through an airblast and 

go to the stemmer saws for cleaning.

b) Rasp Bar Cylinder Concave

This type has transverse bars with grooved metal faces. 

These bars are parallel to the shafts and to eaoh other.

The*r grooves are cut diagonally in opposite directions, 

across adjacent bars (see Plate No. 13)* Corrugated bars 

are occasionally used on the concave as well as on the 
cylinder. The evolution history of this mechanism shows 

that the earlier models had flat solid bars (Pussell, 1952) 
and grooves were later on cut to reduce the damage in -

oidence to seeds
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TOOTH PEG THRESHING CYLINDERft /
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N'O. ^
CROSS SECTION OF 
THRESHING DRUM 
AND CONCAVE



OHOUND PUNT. NOTE THE THICK BRANCHING 

PATTERN AND REUTIVE POSITION OF THE nuts
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GROUNDNUT DIGGER. SHAKER AND WINDROWER



PLA TS N O . 1 2

A GROUNDNUT COMBINE JSKPLOYING THE COHBING 

PRINCIPLE OP STRIPPING GROUNDNUT SHELLS.
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PLATE NO, 13

RASP BAB TYPE DRUM AND CONCAVE
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Threshing is done by the rasping action between the cylinder 

bars of the drum and the concave. Schultze (1936) using 

very high speed cinematography (32fOOO frune/sec.), clari

fied the mode of action within a rasp bar drum. This showed 

that9 in cereals f the main effect resulted from the shattering 

action of the fast moving beater bars on the relatively 

slow moving ears of the crop.

The cylinder/concave clearance is adjustable. There 

are two types of concaves associated with rasp bar drums.

The open type concave is usually located below the cylinder 

where-as the closed type concave is located usually above 

the cylinder. Experiments undertaken by Arnold (IS64 y 

showed that there were four times as many broken wheat grains

in the samples produoedv using the closed concave as those
an

produced by the open version. Also in the case of^easily 

threshed crop of wheat no difference in the threshing 

efficiency of the two types was revealed. Arnold (1964) 

as a result of his experiments concluded that the length 

of the concave is important in threshing efficiency and con

trols the degree of separation in the drum. Long concaves 

should be used in conjunction with the smallest diameter 

cylinder with which satisfactory operation ean be assured.

In some models rasp bars are completely done av/at itn and
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wire types of concave lea instead fitted, for example, the 

bandmaster threshing unit, which was available for the pre

sent investigations. Studies by Schultae (1936) revealed 

that a surface against yrhich the beaters could rub the 

material was not of a prime importance so long as some means 

existed for bringing the ears into their paths. The oylinder 

itself varies in construction in different models. In oone 

the space in between the rasp bars is open, in others it is 

closed. It is claimed that the former is less likely to 

damage the seeds. Evidence is lacking to substantiate this

claim.

c u a

In recent years the rasp bar mechanism appears to have 

gained a substantial amount of popularity jvei °0JaCĵ v-, i- 

concave types of mechanism, to thresh both cereal crops and 

legumes (Balner et al, 1965, Karedew, 1959, Goss 1961, Arnold

1959).
Arnold (1964) quotes the reasons for its popularity as 

follows;

"The hardwearing simplicity of the rasp bar system, 

its flexibility and high general level of efficiency have 

resulted in its almost universal adoption for thrashing 

sinoe the process was first mechanized”.
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A special type of rasp bar oyUnder kno\m a0 7-bar
cylinder, has T shaped rasp bars* The bars are attashod 
to the cylinder so that the points of the 7 are leading 
as the cylinder rotates* The tv.o onds of each /-bar are 
about in line with the point of the following bar (Bainer 

et al, 196^)*

Arnold (1964) at the National Institute of Agricultural
Engineering, Silsoe hao done oono^derable amount of work
to exploit the full potential of the mechanism in order to
reduce the sererity of threshing (i.e* to reduce seed doxaoge) 

er
without losing/affooting the standard of threshing officisnoy. 
As a result of these experiments he expressed his doubts re
garding ths feasibility of ensuring damage free samples or 
damage suseeptible -varieties employing low drum speeds 
under all conditions* ^rom his work it appears that other

ct
factors besides drum spe d sxsrt^siseabls amount of in
fluence on the extent of damage* It is suggested in the 
literature that the extent of seed damage eon be reduced 
by replacing metal bars with rubber lined beaters* ^0 c\or, 
praetioal implication of this suggestion is doubtful in Y~e 
of the considerable wsor on the rubber beaters, necessitating 

their frequent renewal (Degenhardt, et al, 1955)-
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o) Angle Bar Cyllndor/Conoave. (Smith 1965| Balner et al, 

1965).

She angle bar mechanism is equipped with helically, 

or straight mounted, rubbar faced bars, the rubber being 

vulcanised to metal* The ooncave is ordinarily fitted with 

a rubber faced shelling plate (See Plate No. 14) ,f-nd steel 

jaokated rubber bars. The seeds are threshed by being 

flailed out between the revolving cylinder bars and the 

stationery Bhelllng plate, and the steal Jackated rubber 

bars. According to Uelkyuti (1957) this mechanism only 

threshes by impact. It does not seem to be as popular as 

the two described earlier and has failed to attract researoh 

interest, though Klein et al (1966) did detailed work to 

establish its optimum settings to combine harvest crimson 

clover. Prom its mode of action, i.e. flailing, it does 

not appear to be as harsh in its treatment to cropB, and 

therefore could be a possible mechanism for threshing grain 

legumes, which are on the whole very susceptible to damage, 

if treated severely whilst threshing.

d) Wire Loop Cylinder. (Khan, 1968, 1969, 1970)

In this type of mechanism wire loops are fitted trans-
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versly at intervals .cross the face of the cylinder, (see 

plate No* 15)* Unlike the first three types, the presence 

of the concave is not essential* 2ven, if it is incorporated 

in the mechanism it usually is quite plain without any 

loops, attached on it* Perhaps, threshing in this type of 

mechanism is obtained through a ’'forking” action of the 

loops at a high speed* For this mode of action a "hold on" 
method appears to be more suitable than "throw in" feeding 

method* The mechanism is widely used in pedal threshers, 

for threshing rice (Vaugh, 1962). It is also under test 

in the Phillipines for developing a rice thresher for local 

fabrication (Khun, 1969).

e) Star and Bar Pattern Llaize Cylinder

Though on the whole maize is shelled by either a beater 

bar type cylinder (Gurov, 1965) or a peg-studded oylinder 

(Smith, 1965), a drum called star and bar type has been 

evolved to specially shell maize. (Ronsome's power husker 

and maize sheller - see Plate No. 16). The accompanying 

concave is either made from round bars or from a perforated 

metal sheiit. As the cobs enter the space between drum and 

concave, the star and bar projections on the drum rub the 

seeds off the cobs. It is doubtful, whether this rubbing
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action by itself (since there is no squeezing action) would 

be able to thresh open legume pods.

f) I'odlfied Cylinder and Concave Mechanisms

The shattering principle of threshing common to most 

of the cylinder concave threshing mechanisms has been 

slightly altered to that of rubbing action to crack open 

the groundnut shells.

The groundnut (Araohis hypogaea) is member of the legu- 

minosae family. It is an annual plant and the cultivated 

types show wide variation, both in growth habits, plant 

form, and fruit and seed characters. The height of the 

plant varies from six to twelve inches (see Plate Ko. 10). 

After fertilisation the receptacle turn downwards into the 

earth, where the ovary is developed into an elongated ©blong 

indehlscent pod, containing from one to four seeds depending 

on the variety. (Cobley, 1963)*

Shelling at peasant level is largely carried out by 

manual labour kfter the plants have been uprooted, and 

allowed to be dried or partially dried in windrows or stacks 

before being finally picked. Prior to shelling, the atrip-
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PLATE HQ« 14

ANGLE OR PLAIL TYPE DRUM AND CONCAVE



NOTE STEEL JACKETED RUBBER BARS
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ping is also oarried out by hand or with sticks. A simple, 

inexpensive, self driven stripper has been developed by 

Ramly (1966) in the Republic of Sudan. It is claimed that 

the output is ten times more, in comparison with mere 

stripping.

The stripper basically consists of a five bar revolving 

cage fixed between end plates on a stand at a height con

venient for manual operation. Stripping is carried out by 

holding the plants by the haulms and striking the root ends 

with pods sharply against the bars, which are covered with 

rubber to prevent damage to the pods* A canvas deflector 

is fixed around the cage to guide the stripped pods into an 

open bag beneath the bars*

The hand-operated version of the groundnut sheller - 

called "KANO SHELLER" (see Plate No. 4.) is made up of a 

convex sector drum, the drum having on its periphery six 

spiked cast iron bars. A slotted screen made of 5 mm sheet 

metal forms the base of a hopper with two end sheet metal

plates. The drum is oscillated with a handle which is

fixed to the axle at the centre of the drum. Between the

drum portion and the screen there is a clearance of about

6-10 mm. A thick layer of groundnuts is put between this
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clearance during shelling. Successive rubbing during rook

ing action of the drum crushes and cracks open the pods.

The shells and nuts are allowed to drop through the screen. 

Various sizes of screens are available to prevent breaking 

of nuts. Winnowing is necessary to obtain clean seeds.

Tests carried out by Kunobwa (1968) Bhowed that this 

mechanism had a capacity to decorticate 213 kg of unshelled 

nuts in an hour. However* this figure is very misleading 

as it does not include the time required for winnowing.

It was estimated by Kunobwa that at least 3 extra hours 

would be required for winnowing.

Shelling of groundnuts has also been accomplished 

through successive rubbing by flexible rubber beaters* on 

a thick layer of groundnuts* placed in|between the concave 

and the rubber beater bars. This type of construction is 

used in the * Richmond Groundnut Sheller* (Kunobwa, 1968). 

(see Plate No. 17). Its output according to Kunobwa is 

about 115 kgs/hr. of clean seed. In Russia groundnuts are 

threshed by feeding the crop between rubber beaters of an 

outer and an inner driim. The inter-action of beating and 

dashing propels the crop through and in the prooess threshes 

the crop (Kotovich, 1959)*
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2:1:1 Comparative Efficiency of Different Cylinder/

Concave Threshing Mechanisms

Very little data seems to have been collected which 

would make it possible to compare inherent characteristics 

of different types of mechanisms. Bainer et al (1965) for 

instance have observed.

"There is considerable difference of opinion among 

operators and manufacturers regarding the relative merits 

of the different types of cylinders, and very little pub

lished data is available to provide a basis for comparison. 

Until about 1950, the spike tooth cylinder was almost used 

exclusively. Since then the trend has been towards the 

other two types, (i.e. rasp bar and angle iron types) with 

the rasp bar construction predominating. The rasp bar and 

angle bar type are readily adaptable for a wide variety of 

crops and threshing conditions, have less tendency to break 

up the straw, and are more tolerant of green growth (weeds). 

The spike tooth cylinder has a more positive feeding action 

and is preferred in some areas,particularly for heavy rice 

crops and for windrowed beans”.

Casern (1968, 1969), from the Phillipines has reputed
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PLATE NO. 17

SHELLING ASSEMBLY IN THE RICHMOND GROUNDNUT 

SHELLER. NOTE THE RUBBER BEATER BARS AND

THE SLATTED CONCAVE
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on his comparative trials and hua shown that with the "throw 

in" feeding method for paddy, the spike tooth cylinder ex

hibited the best overall performance throughout the velocity 

ran ;e under test. (275 m - 1400 w^min.). But with the 

"holdjon" feeding method the rasp bar and spike tooth cylin

ders exhibited relatively poor performances at the slower 

velocities in terms of threshing efficiency* According to 

the same author, for the "throw in" feeding method, the peg 

tooth cylinder is better suited, especially if low cylinder 

speed velocities are desired. This may be so because of 

positive feeding nature of the spike tooth drum. The 

minimum peripheral speed for threshing rice was found to 

be 1200 m/min. for the spike tooth mechanism and 1300 m/min. 

for the rasp bar mechanism. Arnold (1959), Gross et al 

(1966) i King et al (i960) and many others have carried out

detailed work to find optimum peripheral speeds, ooncave
%

clearances and optimum moisture content for threshing tem

perate cereal crops.

2i1:2 Threshing Effectiveness of the Cylinder Concave 

Type of Mechanisms

Thoroughness of threshing, with minimum seed damage,
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appears to be related to (a) the peripheral speed of the 

cylinder, (b) the cylinder concave clenrance, (c) the 

number of rows of concave teeth, in case of the spike tooth 

cylinder, (d) the type of crop, (e) the conditions of the 

crop in terms of moisture content, maturity etc*, and 

(f) the rate at whloh material is fed into the machine*

High cylinder speeds and close concave clearances 

favour thoroughness of threshing (Goss et al, 1966)* King 

and associates (1962) found that the actual requirements 

are very much dependant on the crop and its moisture con

tent at the time of harvest or threshing. Research and
and

survey work carried out by Arnold (1959 and 1963)/Nyborg 

et al (1969) reveal that as far as temperate cereal crops 

like wheat, barley and oats are concerned the recommended 

peripheral speeds are within the range of 1300 m/min^ to 

2000 m/ain., whereas the optimum cylindor/conoave clearances 

should be between 6 mm and_ 12 mm. Grain is mostly harvested 

at a m.o. of 16-22^ (Johnson, 1959). Use of the maximum 

cylinder speeds and the minimum concave clearances to 

obtain high threshing efficiency is limited primarily by 

the amount of seed damage that is acceptable for the anti

cipated use of the crop. For example, the malting trade, 

demands a product with very little mechanical damage whereas
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for feed barley a considerable amount of damage is accept

able*

Although seed damage can occur because of the cylinder 

concave clearance being too smalJ* tests by Arnold (1963) 

indicated that the level of damage sustained depends only 

to some extent on the concave clearance of the thresher*

Work carried out at the National Institute of Agricultural 

Engineering, Sllsoe (Mitchell, 1955t Mitchell, 1955• Arnold 

et al, 1959? Arnold, 1959) suggests that the type of seed 

damage incurred and its magnitude could primarily be func

tions of grain moisture content, type and variety of the 

grain and cylinder peripheral speed* Some workers single 

out impact blows received during the threshing process to 

be the prime cause of damage to seeds (Mitchell et al, 1964)*

Extensive and detailed corn harvesting cum threshing
-4kr

studies have been conducted in some locations of^com belt 

in the United States of America by Johnson et al (1963)?

Bye et al (1963) and by Waelti et al (1963)* These studies 

were undertaken with a view to minimize seed lose at har

vesting and shelling. Their findings are summarized below* 

i) the optimum moisture content for harvesting maize was 

between 20-30^* In one yearfs test it was shown that the
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kernel loss was 4/ at 30/ m. c. whereas when harvested at 

2.6/0 the loss increased to 7/j« However, elsewhere it was 

shown by Waelti et al (1969) that these high moisture 

content harvesting has a tendency to increase kernel damage. 

Below 25/-> m.c. pre-harvest ear drop loss increased rapidly.

ii) Preharvest ear drop losses were the largest single 

losses and amounted to over 50,* of the total losses.

iii) Combined snapping roll, cylinder, separating and 

cleaning losses were generally one percent or less of total 

yield and did not vary significantly among varieties nor 

with moisture content.

Kolganov (1956) advocates a two stage system of thresh

ing cereals to reduce the seed damage. According to him a 

high proportion of the larger, riper grains in a crop could 

be removed in the first cylinder operating at 600-1230 m/min. 

depending on the crop, variety and m.c.$ the remainder 

passing to a second cylinder having a peripheral speed of 

1200 m - 1000 m/min. During the course of his experiments, 

he compared the single and two stage threshing and found 

out that in repeated and in single stage threshing the break

age and micro-damage assumed a considerable magnitude, more

over, in all variations of two stage threshing, the per

centage of unthreshed grain was small. However, because of
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complications involved in modifying the present combine 

harvesters to two stage threshing, the system failed to 

receive a wide support. Since the work was carried out 

using test rigs on grain at 2-10/5 m.c.and the suitability 

of these speeds for field use, especially at higher m.c. 

was not demonstrated, the ideas were not followed up 

further#

However, Bainer et al (1965) from the United States 

of America report of the development of a related type of 

mechanism to thresh beans, which are known to be more sus

ceptible to damage than cereals. They reporti

"To increase the recovery of undamaged beans, especially 

for seed crops, especial bean threshers have been built 

with two spike-tooth cylinders in series. The firBt cy

linder is operated at a peripheral speed of perhaps 300 to 

400 mpm and removes most of the seeds without excessive 

damage. The second cylinder is operated somewhat faster 

to remove the beans left by the first cylinder''•

The almost universal adoption of the cylinder/concave 

mechanism to thresh a wide range of orops demonstrates the 

versatility of the mechanism to adjust itself to differing
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threshing demands, l?ost of the work done to exploit its 

potential has largely* been carried out using cereal erops 

and it appears that at times results have been directly 

related to thresh legume crops. Its shattering principle
CL

of threshing could be little harsh on some of the softA
seeded legume seeds, resulting in Increased seed damage.

On the other hand, chances are that if the mechanism is 

used skillfully, on the basis of experimental results, the 

magnitude of damage could be lowered or even completely 

eliminated.

2:2 Centrifugal Threshing Mechanisms

This system purpets to incorporate a completely new 

principle for threshing and cleaning grains, Buchele (Lalor, 

1963) invented a threshing cone for centrifugal threshing, 

which in turn was originally proposed and studied by Lamp 

(Hamdy et al, 1967) as a non impulsive means of threshing.

It was shown to reduce the impact level on grains and ob

tain threshing separation and cleaning in one process, un

like conventional threshing where the actual knocking out 

of grains from the ears and separation ox the grain from 

the chaffe are two distinct processes. In this new thresher, 

however, the heads of the grains are taken into a conical
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cylinder in which a rubbing action in combination with a 

whirling movement separates the groins from the heads#

She centrifugal force developed by this whirling action 

drives the grain to the screened cylinder wall, whence 

it passes through the screen, where a wind blast cleans 

the grain of any chaffe that managed to get through the 

screen# The study carried out by Hamdy et al (1967) in

dicated that generalized vertical rotors are theoretically 

capable of subjecting particles sliding inside them to 

centrifugal acceleration of the same order as that necessary 

to thresh wheat under typical harvesting conditions# Data 

collected from practical experiments, to thresh wheat by 

Lamp (Lalor, 1963) revealed that threshing efficiency was 

above 99/- at all rotor speeds. Separation efficiency de

creased from 77 to 69 per cent, as the rotor speed increased 

from 300 to 500 r.p.m#

However, technological problems arising from its in

herent unbalance in a continuous flow, such as stro1 .h and 

vibration, would be very critioal and could set a limit on 

the development of centrifugal threshers (Long, 1969).

2 , 3 Fluted Him and aotatlnr Disc Mechanism fel# Shellere).

(Smith, 19*8)
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Essentially, the hand peeling ./ process of shelling 

kernels, comprising the rubbing together of two ears has 

been successfully mechanized by the use of a fluted rim 

and a rotating tooth disc (see Plate No. 18). Three 

components constitute the basic design of a hand maize 

sheller. Maize is shelled by pressing the cobB on the 

fluted rim, held in the required position by pressure from 

springs, - or in the absence of these springs, it is 

necessary to hand press the cobs to prevent them jumping 

out during shelling. A toothed rotating disc peels off 

the kernels from the ears. Evaluation trials carried out 

by Munobwa (1968) indicated that an output of the shelled 

maize in the region of 350 kg/hr. is obtainable with ease. 

The same survey aLso showed that if the mechanism is moto

rised, the maximum output can nearly be doubled. The engine 

coupled machine could be a very ideal piece of machinery 

on co-operative farms. However, the basic design in this 

mechanism did not suggest any potential to consider it for 

grain legume thresher development work.

2iA Rubber Holla and Endless Belt Mechanisms

Y/ith grain legume*it is quite possible to split open 

the pods with a squeezing action, a rubbing action or a joint
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ONE-HOLE SPRING COHN SHELLER

OPERATED MANUALLY
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action of both. Hubber covered steel rolls have been used 

to a limited extent for threshing beans. Bainer et al 

(1937) in their study developed an experimental bean com

bine, which had a series of three pairs of rubber covered 

rolls, operating at a peripheral speed of 80 m.p.m. to 

90 li,p.m. instead of a conventional cylinder. Threshing 

in this machine was entirely due to squeezing and rubbing 

action of the pods* Satisfactory threshing was obtained 

without appreciable seed damage. (Bainer et al, 1938).

This mechanism at the outset looked to be the very one 

suitable for the peasant farmer since the peripheral speed 

required for threshing was low enough to be achieved with 

ease, for hand operation. But a critical look into the 

mechanism showed two limitations for its wide adoption as 

a tool for the mall farmer. The cost involved in driving 

three rollers with gears nay raise the final production 

cost, beyond that what a peasant could afford.Secondly, for 

a successful threshing the important criteria seemed to be 

that the pods ought to be sort of crisp dry before they 

would give up to this squeezing, rubbing action, and pop 

open*

A somewhat similar mechanism is at times install d in
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front of the conventional cylinders - known as flax rolls. 

The mechanism is made up of one rubber covered roll and 

one steel roll. The upper roll is spring loaded and is 

driven about 10# faster than the lower roll, to give a 

rubbing action, complimenting the squeezing effect. In 

addition, to their threshing action, flax roll* tend to 

hold the material against the pulling aotion of the cy

linder, thus promoting more uniform feeding.

A completely new and a quite revolutionary mechanisr.i 

which uses two belts, running at different surface opeed 

to snap open podded crops has been invented by Agricultural

Engineers in the United States (World farming Editorial,
an

1970). The mechanism is named as^fEndless Belt Uechonism .

In a modified version of a conventional combine har

vester, the c nventional threshing cylinder was replaced 

with two rough surfaced endless belts and the conventional 

oscillating flat screen was exchanged for one vertical 

rotating screen.

Conventional threshing cylinders, according to these 

engineers, operate like an old fashioned flail - literally 

beating the seed loose by the fast movement of the tines
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and knobs. In contrast, the flat endless belts run close 

to each other at different surface speeds, the ratio being 

5:1, giving a gentle shearing action to pods, similar to the 

rubbing of pods between palms of hands.

Prom the literature reports it appears that some sort 

of pre-threshing assistance is a prerequisite for the 

mechanism to work efficiently. Silberna&el et al (i960) 

pointed out that depending upon a particular design either 

a low speed spike tooth cylinder is used to shred the plant 

material before it passes between the belts; or rubber 

covered rollers are placed which help to crush seed pods 

as the crop passes under them. These two devices it is 

claimed, help in metering out the plants, thus preventing 

bunches of them passing through to the threshing belts.

Shelling of maize by a squeezing action has been 

accomplished, using rubber belts, in Iowa (A.E. 1965)

Russia (Panfaroni, 1958)# But Karsden (1959) failed to 

achieve satisfactory threshing of a rice crop using the end

less belt mechanism.

Advantages claimed with this mode of threshing arc
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little or no damage and nearly cent percent threshing of 

beans, which are reputed for being extraordinarily sus

ceptible to the germ damage. An obvious restriction to its 

wide adoptation is its inherent weakness to effectively 

deal with slightly green or damp pods. Moreover, its con

struction cost, especially use of gears for 3x1 reduction 

for belts, may make the whole proposition prohibitive for 

the small farmer to acquire it. Besides it appears very 

doubtful whether the mechanism would lend itself for local 

manufacture. Also it is claimed that the use of rubber 

reduces both reliability and output - as its rate of wear 

is excessively high (Arnold, 1966). Experiments carried 

out by Marsden (1959) suggested that the mechanism was not 

suitable for rice threshing.

2x5 Vibrational Threshing Mechanisms

The successful threshing of podded plants with a 

squeeaing, or a rubbing action or a combination of the two, 

brings to one's mind the likeliness of popping open the pods 

by subjecting them to vibrations of extremely high magni

tude. The vibrations can be imported to the pods by hitting 

them alternatively with revolving bars. This hitting will 

certainly be distinct from impact blows received during the
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conventional threshing, since the hits from the shafts are 

free and not against any surface, as is the case with the 

druia/concave mechanisms#

The theory of vibrational threshing was successfully 

tested by Okorokov and co-workers (1962) and Gudkov and co

workers (1964) for rye seed and wheat seed threshing. How

ever, there are no records in the literature showing any
■tU*.

work done to thresh grain legumes using vibrational prin-A
ciple of threshing# I'rom its mode of action, it is quite 

• likely that the vibrational threshing will treat legume 

seeds kindly thus reducing the degree of damage incurred 

whilst threshing#
i

A mechanism called f?SHX37ALTIC' has been designed in 
America (Muchiri pers# gom #, I960) to test its suitability 

as a possible threshor for the snail holder# A full report 

on the various aspects of the mechanism appears in the next 

chapter#

2i6 Seed Cleaning and Sorting. (Henderson et al, 1966)

The chief reasons for cleaning and sorting seeds are j 

i) To remove foreign material such as chaffe, broken straw,
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clods, stones and seeds of other plants*

11) To obtain restricted size groups as an aid to preoision 

planting.

Physical differences existing between the seeds and 

the foreign material or between different grades of seeds 

chiefly assist in the prooess of separation. The principal 

characteristics utilised in making separation are size, 

shape, specific gravity, surface characteristics and colour. 

Separation on the basis of colour are highly specialized, 

usually involving electronic equipment and therefore does 

not fall within the scope of the present project.

The operation of a mechanical separator often depends 

upon more than one type of characteristic difference. 

Separations made on the basis of size, shape and speoific 

gravity predominate. Machines utilizing size and eiape 

characteristics for sorting seeds, or separating them from 

foreign material may have screens or sieves, moving pockets, 

spiral cones, angle sieves or inclined belts. Specific 

gravity separations ordinarily involve an air blaet, o-ton 

in conjunction with some other mechanisms.

2:6 i 1 Screen and Pneumatic Cleaning
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Screens (Sometimes referred to as sieves) are used 

more widely than any other type of device for sorting 

granular products. Air-separation can be employed in seed 

cleaning to separate inert material, weeds and other contami

nants from crop seed provided these components possess dif

ferent terminal velocities. Terminal velocity represents 

the mAyiimim velocity a seed will attain in a free fall 

through still air# Terminal velocity enters harvesting 

picture, too, where it helps to determine best air openings 

for the (oombine fan, Harmond et al (1966) and Garret et al
4.We

(1966) have separately in^course of their work determined 

terminal velocities for different crops. Soyabeans to shown 

to have a terminal velocity of 13»5 mps*tthe highest among 

the crop tested. This sieve/pneumatic combination is put 

together in a fanning mill, (see Plate So, 18), A similar 

combination is found in the cleaning shoe of a thresher or 

a combine. The screens in a fanning mill consists of framed, 

perforated metal sheets or wire oloth and have non-adJustable 

openings that are generally round, square, oblong or tri

angular in shape. Sieves with adjustable openings are common 

in combines. The screens are supported by hangers and 

oscillated by means of an eooentric, a crank, or a reaction 

drive, generally in the direction of the material flow, or: 

sometimes crosswise (Known as side shake - present in the
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Bobbin windmill), The banger mounting is such that the 

screens hare a horizontal oscillating motion and a smaller 

vertical motion (see below).

The combination of motion thoroughly agitates the material 

and gradually tosses it towards the point of discharge.

The elope of the screen ie usually adjustable ior Control

ling the rate of flow.

Under normal operating conditions, a large portion of 

the threshed seeds (along with some chaffs) is separated 

from the straw at the threshing unit, falling thr ugh the 

concave extension grate. In the absence of such an arrange

ment, the whole lot passes over on to the straw rahe. ie 

upper sieve of the rake is of the louvered type with ser

rated adjustable louvres. The oscillating motion by the 

straw rake, propels straws to the discharge end. Seeds
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fall through depending upon a particular design, either
ihe.

straight to the grain pan or to shoe cleaner for cleaning*
A

Air draft during this fall blows out foreign material 

lighter than the crop seeds* Great diversity is likely to 

be found with regards to actual working and build up of 

the cleaning unit, however, basic principles discussed 

above still hold true for the oscillating type of soreens*

2t6s2 Vertical Rotating Screen Separator

Though the oscillating screen appears to have gained 

an unrivaled popularity for the cleaning purposes, doubts 

are expreseed regarding its efficiency in utilising the 

huge amount of energy it requires for its operation* It 

is felt that, the large part of this energy is not in fact, 

required for driving the screen, but it appears to be wasted 

in the momentarily stopping of the rack and for the res- 

torting of its Journey in the opposite direction# 10 over

come this waste of energy, a vertical rotor screen having 

a unidirectional movement has oeen proposed# , u.r- *̂nd 

Harmond (1967) disclose that whilst this vertical rotary 

screen separator performs the same functions as the flat 

screen separatox-s, it offers a number of advantages in-
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SECTIONAL VIEW OP A PANNING MILL. MIXTURES TO 

BE SEPARATED ARE FED TO THE TOP SCREEN THROUGH 

AN ASPIRATING AIR COLUMN. THE BULK OP THE COARSE 

MATERIAL IS COLLECTED AT 1. ADDITIONAL MATERIAL 

LARGER THAN THE SEED AT 3. THE DESIRABLE SEED AT 7, 

AND THE PINE MATERIAL AT 4 AND 8. LIGHT SEEDS MAY BE 

COLLECTED AT 2, 5 AND 6.



eluding a higher capacity per unit of screen area. It oan 

separate any seeds or granular material that a flat screen 

can, A typical rotary cleaner designed by Xhan (1969) uses 

two rotating concentratic cylindrical screens, with a 7*6 on 

clearance. The inner screen has perforations large enough 

for the grains to pass through and the outer screen has

perforations small enough to permit the passing of only dust
-the

and other finer impurities. Air is blown throughA7.6 cm 

clearance only in the lower half portion, where the grain 

is tumbled. The grain to be cleaned is delivered into the 

inner cylindrical screen. Special sheet natal baffles 

mounted on the inside of the inner cylinder move the straw 

and larger impurities while the grain falls through the 

inner screen perforations into the outer cylinder. The grain 

is tumbled inside the outer cylinder and is moved axially 

in the direction opposite to the air movement, by spiral 

baffles. The air blows the empty grain and other lignt 

impurities from the tumbling grain while it is moving in 

the outer cylinder towards the discharge spout. In a 

single pass a clean sample of seed is obtained.

2j7 Conclusions (On li erature review)

T h e  literature review suggested c o n s i d e r a b l e
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in approach to threshing and cleaning of various crops.

The potential of these mechanisms were critically assessed 

in order to establish whether any possible mechanism could 

be either wholly, or in a partly modified form be deve

loped for grain legume threshing and cleaning in Uganda.

The performance of the endless belt and rubber roller 

mechanisms would appear to offer considerable promise, but 

their inevitably complicated design ruled them out as a 

prime objective of the current investigations was to develop 

simple machinery which could be locally manufactured.

The more novel mechanisms, requiring little energy for 

operation such as (vibrational threshing by pairs of rollers) 

proposed by Okorokov (1962) and Oudkov (1965) would seem

a fruitful line for further investigations. The propositions\
were followed up in the designing of the so-called ’Peristalti 

mechanism, to investigate the possibilities of threshing 

grain legumes by this novel mechanism.

Whilst the rasp bar, toothpeg and angle iron are known 

to be rather severe in action and thus likely to damage 

the sensitive grain legume seeds, it was considered desir

able to nevertheless examine these mechanisms further in
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these particular investigations.

As far a3 the information on cleaning mechanisms is 

concerned, though mechanisms involving a rotary screen 

seemed to he an obvious choice for development work, the 

oscillating mechanism was chosen for development. The 

reasons for this being that an oscillating mechanism is 

simple to construct and secondly, it was envisaged that 

once designed its use could be extended to form the basis 

for establishing the design paramsters for a variety of 

crops.

With the above approach in mind, development and 

evaluation work was thus initiated.



DEYBLQPICTT WORK AJTD 03SBHYATI0H3 

OH THRESHING MECHANISMS

map. 3
From the literature review, it v/ao quite evident that 

despite their certain inherent drawback, for example, high 

power requirements for driving them, or the harsh treatment 

of the orop being threshed, the cylinder and concave 

mechanisms are by far the most popular mechanisms used for 

tnreshing# Their inherent ability to thresh a wide range 

of crops ̂  sLmpliciuy in operation and high general level 

of efficiency have resulted in their almost universal 

adoption for threshing» In view of the advantages offered 

by these mechanisms, it was thought quite logical to oonoen-* 

trate efforts on the mechanisms based on this conventional 

mode of threshing, and in addition to examine a novel mechanism 

y M  <»h may appear to b© more suitable for threshing the grain 

legumes* For the Zmm&xt the rasp bar and toothpeg were 

chosen and for the latter a mechanism based on the principle 

of vibrational threshing and called the •peristaltic1 was 

chosen. The toothpeg type besides being versatile in its 

use, offers an added advantage of being able to strip off • 

groundnut shells from their haulms — a process reputed co be
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labour demanding when done manually * For the peristaltic 

it was claimed that as the components involved in threshing 

wore light the power requirement for driving them was likely 

to be low - henee offering a great potential for hand opera

tion*

The members of the leguminosae family* as a rule hare 

a pod as a fruit which when mature splits open along both 

dorsal and ventral sutures# Mo3t of the members possess 

a tendency to have a profuse lateral branching (Cobley,1963) 

(see Plate $o.20) which makes them very bulky for transporting 

and threshing purposes at times♦ Koreovor* the tendency of 

shattering among certain varieties makes it very necessary 

to harvest them much earlier* at moisture contents not 

suitable for threshing# If combined they need further

treatment to dry thorn to safe moisture content for storage 

or if stationary threshing is practiced then they need 

S’rjferying before they are threshed# The number of pods 

produced on each flowering axis is quite variable (Cobley,

1963) and so I3 the else of the pods# The members like 

Green Hung (Pha3eoluo aureus) and Soyabeans (Glycine oeja) 

produce the pods in groups from throe to fifteen (0obley*1963)• 

Sinco the members of the leguminosae family have a tendency 

for profuse branching the pods are produced at times throughout
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the entire length of the main stalk unlike the oareals, 

where the seed3 are confined to the top part, (a^e plate 

ITo.21 )♦ Ae a result for threshing, the whole plant has 

to be passed through the threshing mechanism# Therefore! 

the "hold on" method of threshing is not practicable with 

the legumesi though widely praoticed for threshing rioe
CL

and wheat on^onall eoale#

Work on the project was carried in phases to avoid

congestion of work at any one time# The first part oi
t ©

the work was devoted dan carrying out investigations to 

establish the suitability of the peristaltic and the rasp 

bar for threshing rain legumes# Output potentialf thresh#* 

ins efficiency and grain damage were assessed at varying 

revolving speed of the mechanismsf crop moisture contontf 

drum/conoave clearance (rasp bar) and feeder roller/table 

clearance. The second part of the project consisted of 

establishing operational parameters for the toothpeg type 

of mechanism. Though this mechanism has been in use for 

centuries now, especially for threshing cereals, the 

investigations to work out the importance of variations in 

design within the spike-tooth drum concept have been 

largely loft unpublished, particularly in relation to grain 
legumes. Certain amount of work has been carried out an
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PLATE No»20

THE TENDENCY FOP BRANCHING,

ir.imt. tfUYf/;' • Ai f* t.



ON THE LEFT I BICE PLANTS (IORYZA 5ATIYA)
Off THE RIGHT! SOYABEAN PLANT (GLYCINE SQJAj
THE SEEDS ON BICE PLANTS ARE CONFINED Iff THE 
TOP AREA. IN CONTRAST THE SEEDS ON SOYABEAN 
PLANT ARE PRODUCED ON LATERAL BRANCHES AS WELL.
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the rasp bar mechanism on the same lint at the national 

Institute of Agricultural Engineering, Silsoe, England 

(Arnold, 1964)* These investigations were confined to 

the temperate cereals only* The absence of such basic 

data in the case of tootb-peg mechanism provided stimulation 

to undertake some basic work on its design parameters*

On the assumption that the operational parameters of 

the mechanism needed some attention, a series of observations 

were carried out to ascertain effects of variations in the 

dimensional parameters and design on threshing efficiency 

find output# Methods of crop presentation, length of the 

spike teeth both on the drum and the conoave, effect of 

drum peripheral speed and its relation to other parameters 

pn/̂  variations in design within tho general framework of 

the mechanism were investigated# Attempts were made to 

establish the optimum moisture content for threshing soya

beans by hand-operated threshers#

Tho main object of the latter study in design was to 

ascertain that the dimensional parameters used in the 

construction of a prototype were based on the data collected 

from recorded observations with a particular crop rather

straightforward adopted from some existing mechanism.
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It was envisaged that the use of correct dimensional para

meters in the design, could very much improve the per

formance of the machine.

PART A - PERISTALTIC AND RASP BAR 

3A : 1 Description of the Peristaltic Mechanism

The idea for this mechanism was suggested by Muchiri 

(pers. comrnn. 1969)# On his suggestions and guidance, an 

experimental model for this noval mechanism was designed 

and fabricated at Kabanyolo (see Plate No. 22).

•

In actual fact, peristaltic' is a medical term meaning 

involuntary muscular action of the alimentary canal or other 

organ by which it forces its contents forward. A similar 

action imperted to the plants during threshing by -he re

volving shafts of the mechanism, gives it the name of 'Peristaltic'

Essentially, threshing is done by two scutchers which 

revolve at right angles, in opposite direction to each other.

Each scutcher in turn is composed of two shafts, welded at 

both ends to a steel plate (see Plate No. 23 y. The plan-8 

stripped by the feed roller are directed into this space 

between the scutchers, which are arranged to have an over-



lap at right angles# The beater bars of the lower and 

upper scutchers alternatively strike the crop causing 

transverse vibration of the stalksf leading to threshing 

of the grains* Also as a result of thebe alternate hits 

the plant material is propelled forward in a wave like 

motion. Some threshing is likely to occur as a result of 

this impact but its contribution to the overall threshing 

action does not appear to be significant# since the hits 

are not directed against any sort oi curface but are free 

in the air* (see Plate Hoc. 25-?.6 for a pictorial cxplnnn- 

Lion)#

In the test model* ouch scutcher m s  made from tv/o

alloy steal shafts 2 cm in diameter and two mild oteel 

plates 2*5cn wide* 1cm thick and 15cm long# The shafts 

wore Yielded at each end to these two plates# These shifts 

ware welded at a disttuioe of 14«m from each other# In 

order to avoid occurrence of any collision between the two 

scutchers whilst they were revolving it «ie found neeescary 
to keep a clearance of 2#5cm between them. The scutchers 

were supported in self-aligning boll races bearings, with 

provision for adjustment to alter the clearance between tne

scutchers#
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EXPERIMENTAL PERISTALTIC THRESHING- UNIT





PLATE IT0 . 24A

SCIIEIIATIC TXLAYIUG H iHJSTRATIDG THE 

PUnOTIOUS OP DIFFEREIJT COUPOIIEirTS

add tub p r in c ip l e  op tiir esiiiitg- b i

THE PERISTALTIC THRESHER.
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SCUTHER FEEDING, ROLLER
1

CONCAVE

PIASI3 Mo. 25A

SKOWIITG EBLAPITE POSITIONS 07 THE SCUTCHERS, *3891*3 

ROLLER AND C0ITCAV3 (BAJfK KI8SHT3) »NOEB ENTRANCE 0?
JDj r imc

PLANTS INNETNOTT THE SCUTCHES* (PHOTO TAKE* THRESHI7T3
A

0P3ERTATI0IT3)#
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PLATE Ho, 25B

SAME AS 24A EXCEPT THAT THE S TUT0HERS HAVE M07ED

- ‘ A, T  * THROUGH 90 DEGREES.
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An adjustable baffle made of 22 gaugo galtaslfei Iron 

was fitted in front of the scutchers on the side away from 
the feeding roll or (B$* piatb Wo*24)* She aeelstanee 
rendered by the baffle in threshing was found to be of 
tremendous value* She first test model built from a 
dexlon franc did not have any provision for the baffle In 
its earlier stages* As a result threshing efficiency mas 
very lot?* She pods at the terminal end escaped the effects 
of hits from the shafts* Attempts wore made to improve the 
efficiency by decreasing the peripheral speed of the roller* 
but improvement m o  not significant* Therefore a baffle 
mas put in front of the scutchers so that the plants could 
be rounded off and sent back to tlie scutchers for rothreohing* 
Though the provision of the bafflo helped In improving the 
threshing efficiency, it also brought in a one problems of 
its own* Some restriction had to bo exercised in the 
feeding rate in order to allow for the tine for re threshing. 
It also increased laceration In the threWfced stimes. As a 

result there was an increase in the broken straw and in the 
amount of chaffe. Whereas without the baffle* a very high 
quality straw m s  obtained with very llttlo chaff o* The
latter very much decreased the tine required for denning 
the threshed product* All that was required was to aream 
off the straws, shako off the split pod3, and the product m s  
nearly ready for bagging*
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The lower portion of the scutchers was surrounded by 

22 gu&ge galvanised iron sheet, curved in a fashion of a 

concave from the inlet end to the baffle and from there on 

sloping downwards for moving threshed material to the 

discharge end# The sides were enclosed with hard card

board pieces fixed on the main frame# Precautions were 

taken to seal off the little spaces around the scutchers 

left out during the construction work# The top was covered 

with a hard cardboard piece fitted to a doxion frame#

The base frame, housing the mechanism and other 

accessories, was constructed from channel iron of 

7#5cm x 4#0cm x 0,5om size and angle iron of 5cm x 5cm x 

0#5cm size#

Power to drive the scutchers was obtained from a 10 h#p 

Koeler petrol engine# The drive was first transmitted 

to a countershaft using taper bush lock in pulleys and a 

vee belt of A section# From the countershaft, the drive 

was transmitted to the scutchers via sprokets having a ratio 

of 2:1 and driven by a motor cycle roller chain# The 

sproket/ohain transmission was specifically used in order 

to avoid any slippage in transmission, which was likely to 

bring the scutchers out of alignment hence causing their 

collision# The drive to the feed roller from the counter-
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shaft was txmcr.itted using rluninium pulleys haring 

a ratio of 1*4 and a roe bolt of A section# The 
peripheral speed of tha feeding roller was baaed cm the 
data collected froa the first experimental model, where 
the roller m a  hand driven to find out the correct 
peripheral npeed# Transmission of the power from the 
engine to tha scutchers and the feeding roller rla a 
oornon count orchaft pros onto d one difficulty* The speed 
of the feeding roller varied with the variation in tho 
speed of the oautohere, controlled through the engine 
governor* It was felt that such a variation in the 
speed of tho feeding roller wao not a very desirable feature* 
Therefore, it tab found neoeoaary from time to tine to change 
the pulley ratios on the feeding roller transmission to 
achieve a o< xoter; speed of the feeding roller*

The feeding mechanism consisted of a feeding roller
and a feeding table, (see Plate tfe*26)* The core of 
tho roller wao made out of hard timber enveloped by a rubber 
layer dan thick, fixed with evostick# Two flanges made 
out of mild oteol plate were screwed to the wooden core
at both the endr:« The shafts supporting the roller in 
planner blooh bearings were welded to those p’llangeo* Tha 
feeding tablo was cut of galvanised iron sheet of 22 gunge*
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PLATE UP,26

TOP VIEW OP THE PERISTALTIC
EXPERIMENTAL MACHING SHOWING 
THE FEEDING TABLE AND ROLLER.
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Its height in relation to the feeding roller was adjust

able, thu3 making it possible to obtain variable clearance

between the roller and the table,

3A : 2 Description of the Rasp Bar Ifoohanlam

As the machine, incorporating this mechanism was 

already present at the testing site, it was found quite 

appropriate to use it for the testing purposes, instead 

of constructing a new assembly. The machine was built 

by the Iandmaster Co, of England, and i3 designed to be 

operated by the Iandmaster walking typo of tractor, which 

is especially manufactured for small scale cultivation*

(ne» Plate Ho.87).

A rasp bar type of closed drum and an open slatted 
concave constituted the threshing assembly, (bee Plats 
No,28), The threshing drum was constructed from two mild 

steel spoke type discs welded to a control shaft, which 

ran in self aligning ball races fixed onto the main housing 

body* There wore four ra3p bars fitted transversely across 

the face of the drum at an interval of ninety degrees.

Each rasp bar was 4cm wide having serration at 10cm pitch. 

The drum was 33cm long and 30cm in diameter to the tips
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DRUM. CONCAVE

SIDE'BOARD SIDE BOARD
PLATE No.29

DISASSEMBLED PARTS OP THE LAFDMASTER 
THRESHIJTG UI7IT. (PEEDIHG TABLE MISSIH&).
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of the rasps. The non-driven end of the shaft was drilled

to take in a hand tachometer for measuring the drum 

rotational speed*

The conoave was of open construction (split concave),

43cm in circumference and consisting of slatted rods

10 cm in diameter and which had a single row pitch of 10 cm*

It was fixed at the lower end of the drum* Usually open 

concaves are incorporated in order to advance the separation 

of the seeds from the rest of the undesirable material as 

the threshing progresses* This instant removal of the 

seeds reduces repeated impact blows from the beater bars, 

hence minimis as the degree of seed damage* This arrangement 

in addition hastens up the cleaning process, as the seeds 

can directly be moved to the cleaning shoe. however, in 

this particular machine, the threshed material got collected 

in one lot beneath the threshing drum as there was no provision 

for any sort of cleaning mechanism. The clearance between 

the drum and the concave was controlled by moving the bearings, 

housing the central shaft, vertically up and down* The 

position of the concave remained static*

broader at the farther end and narrowed down to the same
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width as the drum near the throat end* It was 62 cm Ions*

A detachable three sided cloth cover fixed on a wooden frame

was attached on the outlet side of the drum# Its length 

extended by 60 on beyond the threshing unic* This cover 

very much assisted in preventing haphazard flying off of 

the seeds in all directions* A collecting tray was placed 

underneath the threshing assembly to prevent the contamination 

of the threshed material by the dirt on the bare ground*

The threshing unit was housed in metal shroud* and was 

supported on an angle iron chassis* Being chiefly designed 

for a small farmer it was light in weight*

For the purpose ► of operation, it was attached to the 

bandmaster single axle tractor, having a two stroke engine 

of 4*5 h*p* Besides supplying pô jcr to the threshing unit, 

the tractor assisted in supporting the unit* Power from 

the engine crankshaft was directly transmitted to the drum 

using a pully ratio of lt2 and a vee belt of A section.

3A i 3 Evaluation Procedures for tic Pcpistiltie -md the Rasp 
Mechanisms*

The crop for testing was obtained from the Kabanyolo
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Parm where it was growa for commercial purposes* With 

such an arrangement, a large quantity of the material 

was easily available, since they were grown on quite a 

big scale* They wore machine planted and 2 owte/aore 

of superphosphate was applied at the time of planting*

Only one variety, Bukalasa 4 was grown on a oomneroial 

scale, honce the observations were confined to this variety 

only* Owing to wide variation in the soil fertility, 

maturity period was quite uneven, as a result the earlier 

harvesting was usually done in patches* Though being a 

high yielding variety Bukalasa 4, is notorious for its 

shattering characteristics, honce has to be harvested 

when the pods are still little wet* In the absence of 

any mechanised threshing equipment, crops grown on the 

farm are usually harvested and threshed by the manual 

labour*

As the crop neared maturity, they were kept under 

observation so as not to miss the boat for a particular 

moisture range* When the required ripeness had been 

reached the moisture content of the grain was determined 

using a capacitance type of electric moisture meter* On 

the day of the harvest, the plants were pulled out manually 

and transported on the same day to the threshing site, where
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they were stored In a 3hade to await treatment* Storing 

this wfcy gave them a partial protection against the changes 

in the weather* To avoid complications caused by the 

presence of moisture owing to the high humidity at night* 

experiments were delayed till later part of the morning* 

and then al30 only undertaken if the weather wao ideal for 

threshing i.e* bright and sunny. By following this procedure, 

it was hoped that uniformity was maintained throughout the 

trial period*

In an attempt to complete the experiments while the 

ideal conditions were present, it was felt that a conflict 

existed between the need to obtain results speedily while 

the favourable conditions prevailed and the demands of 

orthodox statistical methods* Very often randomisation 

was passed over in favour of tiraelinoss* Whether this had 

a cumulative effect in increasing the experimental error 

cannot be ascertained* However, where possible no efforts 

were spared to feed in as typical and uniform sample as 

possible.

3A t 3*1. Training of Labourers*

Efforts were al30 dirdoted to reduce the element of the
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human experimental errors adversely affecting the results# 

Foremost among them being that adequate practice was glven9 

to all involved in the evaluation work, specialising them 

in their tv rtioular tasks - for example9 if a labourer was 
trained to feed in the crop, it remained his domain through

out the season* In all five labourers were employed to 

assist >■ during the trial period. One for feeding the 

crop9 second for maintaining a continuous stream of the 

plant material from the adjoining table, third looked 

after the adjoining table, fourth was kept at the outlet 

end to carry away threshed stalks and fifth was extra but 
instructed to lend his hand where work seemed to be getting •<* 

bit out of control at any station. Some mock runs were 

made to enable the labour force to develop a tempo, style 

and sharpness required for the testing work.

Earlier experience had indicated that if feeding is 

carried out manually, the threshing components receive the 

material for threshing only about half of the time. The 

other half is utilised in gathering the material which 13 

•then fed in bunches. This method though widely practiced 

only keeps the drum loaded for part of the time. Wait 

effoot this part loading has on the performance of a 

particular mechanism is not yet assesses, but for certain
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the output figures are likely to have an adverse effect. To 

reotify this error, a long table of the same height as the 

feeding table of the mechanism was placed adjoining to the 

feeding table. The feeding then was in a continuous uniform 

sine. the feeder did not hare to d(Wn nore

to collect the material from an adjoining heap, but his table 

was kept fully supplied by his colleague.

3A i 3 i 2. Trial Buns. Humber of tteplioationat Cif^nin^
Winnowing and Weighing.

Each treatment had an actual run of ten minutes. A 

photographer^ timer was used for timing. Each run had a 

non experimental feeding period of three minutes, during 

which time it was hoped that the feeder had acquired 

uniformity in feeding, essential from the testing view 

point. At the lapse of this warming up period, a black 

polythelene sheet was quickly put over the threshed 

material to separate out the material threshed during the 

actual testing time. Each treatment had three replications, 

which we re found to be adequate, since the conditions, apart 

from the ones which were deliberately altered remained more

or less uniform.
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As none of the machines had a cleaning mechanism 

attached to it, at the end of each run the threshed 

material was collected for cleaning* An assortment of 

sieves and a winnowing basket were used to clean the 

threshed grains* The cleaned grain was stored in the 

paper bags, for weighing later on* The weighing was done 

with the Taledo (o*S*A*) platform laboratory model scale, 

which weighed in one gram increments* Doubts can be 

expressed questioning the validity of the output figures 

based on the cleaned material, where'as the time spent on 

the cleaning was not token into account* Very valid 

arguement if a particular model was under test* Whereas 

this was not the objective of the study* The Interests 

were mainly directed to find out the inherent potential of 

a mechanism and not a particular model* later on, if the 

mechanism proved to be suitable, the cleaning mechanism 

could be incorporated into its framework*

3A i 3 i 3. Efficiency Indicators*

According to Mark and associates (1963) output performance 

could be assessed and compared relative to 'straw and ohaffe 

feed rates” • Whereas, the farmers interest is in the high 

grain capacity per hour* who in fact is the ultimate decision 

maker as to the acceptability of thresher performance* He
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must decide if a new thresher will provide greater economic 
returns than other optional© available to him* In Africa, 

for most of tho crops, he will be comparing the performance 

with the traditional threshing methods* However, 

according to Mark ot al (1963) for the development work, the 

farmeri approach can help to assess the performance, if the 
runs are replicated and a proper record is kept of the whole 

procedure* The latter approach makes it possible to present 

the assessment in the farmers language*

Test runs lasting for ten minutes were made to assess 

out the potential output/hr of the mechanism at different 

moisture contents and peripheral speeds*

At the end of each run, manual and visual selection 

was made to separate out the unthroshed grains and these then wen 

threshed manually* The weight of the grain thus obtained, 

was added to the weight of the grain threshed by the machine *

As a result the maximum grain content of the fed in plant 

material was obtained* The threshing efficiency was then 

expressed as a percentage of the maximum threehable grain*

For examplei

Weight of the threshed grain - a kg*

" ” " unthreshed " - b kg*

•, Threshing efficiency - a x 100
a+b *
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The assessment of seed damage was simple, consisting 

of expressing the percentage by weight of the broken grains 

in a representative sample, selected at random, during the 

course of the trial run* The assessment was restricted to 

the visual and physical injury counts only and no attempt 

ras made to evaluate the internal damage, since the facilities 

were not adequate to carry out such an elaborate exercise 

at the testing 3ite*

3A 5 3 : 4« Variables*

On the whole, the variables were studied independantly, 

since the main objective was to establish the optimum working 

settings for the different variables* As a recruit at no 

time interest wa3 shown to work out the interaction between 

any two variables*

The variation In the peripheral speed was controlled 

through tne engine power* First, the speed of rotation 

of the threshing mechanism under load was taken using a hand 

tachometer* TLxope speeds were subsequently converted to 

peripheral speeds in order to permit direct comparison 

between ^chines of different cylinder diameters*
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ihrco distinct CfitQgorlcs of molsturs cohtsnts \yoro 

specifically studied. They wore v/et, moderately w^t and 

moderately dry - the last category representing a typical 

moisture content when the farmer v/ould wish to thresh hie 

crops. At the end of every run, irrespective of the 

treatment, grains were taken for the moisture oontoni 

determination. The oven method was adopted for determining 

the moisture contents# Whole grain samples of 25 gma wore 

weighed on an electronic balance and kept in an oven at 

103° for 24 hour:;. This time temperature combination, as 

it was worked out, avoided the evaporation of the volatile 

oils present in tho seeds. Three samples were taken out 

for measuring the moisture content and the final figure 

was expressed as an average of these three samples. The
OL

i . c .  was worked out on wet ba3is. The straw m.c. was notA
measured.

Only observational runs were made to find out the 

most optimum conenvc/drum clearance for the rasp bar 

mechanism. The aim was to find out the setting which will 

allow the maximum feed rate, and still obtain satisfactory 

threshing. This was followed keeping in mind that the narrow 

clearances result in more break up of the straw, thus 

decreasing the effectiveness of the separation and cleaning



units* The interdependence of the concave with the A r m  

in deciding the performance was not investigated, os it 

did not fall within the aspirations of this study*

For the peristaltic, similar runs were made to find 

out the optimum clearance between the feed table and the 

feedroller, and al30 at the same time, watch was kept to 

detect the effect of this clearance as a prethreohing 

aid  to the main mechanism* For the latter purpose, the 

drive to the scutchers was disconnected, in order to fully 

noa3ure the effect of the clearance on pre-threshing*

Certain parameters were kept constant throughout

the trial period* The foremost among then being the method

of feeding* In order to obtain a maximum output, the "throw in"

method was adopted in preference to the "hold on" method,

as the former method permits continuity in the feeding

pattern* No special care was tnkon to feed the material

in a particular direction, however, the presentation of

plants parallel to the drum axis was avoided* The angle
o oof presentation to the drum varied between 30 to 50 to 

the horizontal* Overall grain/straw chaffe ratio came to 

0*73 i 1.

1 0 9  »
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Before any treatment wee tested as much of the apparatus 

as possible was assembled before the start* Per each 
treatment sheaves were taken at random and kept on the 
ext ended feeding table* Before the start of oaoh run* 
deelrod settings were adjustsd, the oyUnder run to the 
required speed and reoheeked after two minutes to ensure 
that the speed had not a hanged either way* When the time 
for a particular treatment sas error, feeding of the material 
was halted, but the o&ehine was kept In motion for further 
two or three minutes to ensure that the material already 
fed was completely threshed, *» thus leaving no residues 
for the next run*

JAi 4 ObB«m>Uoa» on B*»p ter cad th t > « rU tf .m a  
Mechanltnng*

5* i 4 « 1• Mol-tore Content.

On the whole, wetter grain le associated with wetter 
straw* Usually a ohangs In the m*o* of either le Invariably 
accompanied by a similar effcot on the other, though not 
necessarily of the same magnitude, largely beoauee of the 
difference in their wetting and drying rates* The difference 
in magnitude is likely to be quite pronounced If the environ
mental conditions exhibit a speed change* Arnold (1964)
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The tendency of choking by the wet straw was alco observed 

at the high scutcher peripheral speed of 1400m/min. A 

marked improvement in the threshing quality was observed 

when a dry crop was fed. Though the choking oould not be 

completely eliminated* its effect m s  drastically reduced 

by exercising a control on the feeding rate*

3A t 4 J 2, Crain Condition or fly ta Damage*

The maximum amount of broken grains visually during 

the runs both with the rasp bar and peristaltic never 

reached any significant level. However, this docs not in 

any way indicate the extent of internal damage* which 

unfortunately could not be assessed owing to the lack of 

facilities at the testing site.

3A i 4 i 3• Concave Clearance - Rasp Bar heciianism.

Lack of uniformity in the sise of the soyabeanc

plants did not allow any critical studies on thi3 parameter* 

The thickness of plants varied from 2 mm to 6 mm ('see Hlntt 

Ho.30). This variation was largely present because of 

the soil fertility gradient in the field. However* some 

observational runs were undertaken to find out the optimum
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SHOWING TWO SOYABEAN PLANTS • NOTE THE 

DIFFERENCE IN THEIB STEM THICKNESS AND

BRANCHING
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clearance* As a result it was found that complete 

threshing with negligible damage was obtained at the 

Tnmritmm clearance of 2*75 cm in the centre# Since 

this setting gave a satisfactory threshing at all grain 

moisture contents, and in addition allowed the marriinim 

feed rate, it m s  adopted as a standard setting for 

threshing soyabeans for the rest of the runs#

3A i 4 t 4 t Holler Poed fable Clearance.- Peristaltic#

Hopes of having pre-threshing treatment between the 

roller and the feeding table whilst the crop passed between 

them were not fully realised# To have any degree of 

pre-threshing treatment it was found that a very narrov/ 

clearance m s  necessary# Moreover, even at this narrow 

clearance the pre-threshing treatment was onl„ comined tc 

the pods coming in direct contact with the revolving roller# 

This was so largely because the pods beneath the top layer 

had a cushioning effect from the heavy plant vegetation# 

hence escaped the shearing or pressing action from the 

roller. In addition the narrowing down of the clearance 

bad an adverse effect on the output as the feeding rate 

wae cut down. In view of these findings, it was found 

logical to keep the clearance at the maximum to achieve a
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high feeding rate# Some improvement in the pre-threshing 

treatment might have been achieved if the plants had been 

passed through two revolving surfaces rather than one# 

However, owing to the complications involved in installing 

such a mechanism in the existing model the idea ias not 

followed#

3A i 4 i 5* Threshing Efficiency#

Threshing efficiency was earlier defined as being 

the amount of threshed seeds expressed as a percentage of 

the mftTinnm grain content of the crop being threshed*

Prom the recorded observations (see stable Ho#1 and 2), 

threshing efficiency appears to be a function of moisture 

content and peripheral speed of the mechanism# A rise in 

the threshing efficiency with an increase in the drum 

peripheral speed was exhibited throughout the m#o# range, 

but near perfection in threshing was only aohieved with the 

rasp bar mechanism and that also when a dry crop v m#c. 

15-17#) was fed at a drum peripheral speed of 140Qa/min. 

(maximum possible)#

Both with the rasp bar and the peristaltic, the
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influence of the moisture content on the drum loss or 

threshing efficiency seemed to be quite pronounced (see 

.Graph Vo* 1 and 2)* Whereas the raspbar mechanism 

showed an ability to thresh soyabeans on a wider range 

of moisture content (27# and below} the peristaltic 

on the other hand appeared totally unsuitable for 

threshing a high moisture content crop* It managed 

to thresh the crop having a m*c* of 23 percent at the 

scutcher speed of 700nv^min- but the efficiency was below 

50 percent* The pods were knocked off the plants but 

did not get shelled. Prolonged running was, moreover, 

difficult at this m.c. when lower peripheral speeds were 

tried, as the scutchers failed to breakdown the plants 

into the size that would not wrap around the scutchers*

Though the peristaltic was able to^thresh^crop at 

a m*c* of 21-23# its threshing efficiency at the highest 

possible soutcher speed was below 95 percent* Comparatively 

the rasp bar mechanism achieved this performance at a lower 

drum speed of 10OOiV'min.

Both showed improvement in threshing efficiency when 

a little drier crop (m*o* 15*17#) was fed into them*

However, the extent or rise in the improvement did not
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follow a common p&ttexn. At who highest possible 
poriphsral opssd of HOOn/min, the peristaltic had a 
thrashing effioiency of 98 percent, in comparison 
at the same peripheral speed, the rasp bar roaohtd 
near perfection in ita efficiency*

A common feature with the raep bar type of mechanism 
was the rise in the threshing efficiency at all sue. when 
the drum speed was raised to 1000m/ain.- though this rise 
was in varying intensity. Ihe iaprovenent in the 
threshing effioiency when the drum speed w o  m taou boro 
1000o/ain was quite gradual and Tory mJ. .ke the earlier 
iaprenrenent whan the speed M  raised tu 1000m/ain»

(■ee Graph tfo.1)•

With the parietal tic thresher, at a m.o. of 21-23 
percent a marked increase in the threshing efficiency was 
obserrtd, when the ooutcher speed was raioed fron 1 >00

a
t0 I200n/mia» Uoraorer, at thia S.O., inproro-aent in 
tha threshing ettieiency » i  obeerred with the incroauo 
la the aauteher peripheral speed throughout the entire 
range. At a hit lower crop m.e. a t  15-17 percent, the 
improvement In the threshing ameianey imm only abnornally 
high when the aauteher spaed was raised free 700 to afWmin.
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DRUM PERIPHERAL 
SPEED IK METERS 
PER MINUTE

MOISTURE CONTENT (f*B.)
25-2?/' 21-23# 15-172

THRESHING EFFICIENCY EXPRESSED 
IN PL'S TENTAGE* AYG. OP flflDB 
REPLICATES.

700 87.27 93.98 96*28

860 87.46 93.58 98.67

1000 88*84 97.95 99.60

1200 89.41 99.00 39.76

1400 91.22 99.43 99.78

TABUS! No« 1 - HASP BAH UECIUNISN*

Showing the relationship between threshing efficiency and 
drum peripheral speed at different moisture contents.
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DRUM PERIPHERAL MOISTURE CONTENT (W.B.)
SPEED IN METERS 
PER MINUTE. 25- 27 !? 21- 2 3 !? 15-17!?

THRESHING EPFIdENOT EXPRESSED
IN PERCENTAGE. A VO. OP THREE
REPLICATES •

700 - ' 94.40

860 o 8 0 .5 3 9 6 .8 6
ti

1000 £A »
q O 8 2 .2 2 97.01
•H H

1200 & ffi *HO 0
9 2 .8 1 97.42

1400
U QR O 
CH Pw 9 4 .7 3 97.66

TABLE No.2. - PERISTALTIC MECHANISM 

Showing the relationship between threshing efficiency 

and scutcher peripheral at different moisture contents.
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Ra s p  b a r  m e c h a n is m

PERIPHERAL SPEED Vs THRESHING 
EFFICIENCY AT DIFFERENT MOISTURE CONTENTS

//////////////

-M C  25-27*/.
— M-C 2 1-23V.
»  M.C 15-r*/.

CROP SCYABFANS 
VARIETY 

RUKALASA 4.

g’oo iooo iToo iF55 iToo uoo
DRUM PERIPHERAL SPEED METERS PER MINUTE

GRAPH No, 1
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PERISTALTIC MECHANISM
PERIPHERAL SPEED V* THRESHING 

EFFICIENCY AT DIFFERENT MOISTURE CONTENTS

800

— M.C 15-17*/.
CROP SOYABEANS 

VARIETY: 
BUKALASA A.

1000 iiOO ' 1200 W
SCUTCHER PERIPHERAL SPEED METERS PER MilWTE

CrRAPH HO >2
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Above that speed, though some improvement was observed, 

the rise was very gradual. This trend clearly indicated 

the perataltic's inherent ability to thresh a high moisture

content crop*

3Ai4:6# Grain Out i; at#

In general, the output potential of a mechanism 

appeared to be once again a function of the mechanism*b 

peripheral speed and the crop moisture content-(a©® Graph 

No.3 and 4)# In all cases, a linear relationship aeeim. 

to exist between the mechanisms peripheral speed and its 

output# Though, the linear slopes were different for 

the rasp bar and the peristaltic, however, for each mechanism 

it could not statistically be shown that the slopes wore 

different at different moisture contents (see Appendix A^ 

and B? )# In 0* other words, the rate of increase of 

output, though was shown to depend on the type of mechanism 

and its peripheral speed, the rate m s  however not shown 

to bo very much dependant on the moisture content of the 

crop. In the case of the peristaltic mechanism it was 

discovered that for every increase of 100m/ain ia the 

scutcher*s peripheral apoed, there v/as a corresponding 

increase of 2.22kg/hr in the output independant of the m#c#
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2he corresponding figures for the rasp bar mechanism wero 

calculated to be 6,52 kg/hr per every increase of lOOn/min 

in tho drum peripheral speed# It follows therefore that 
there are more chances of obtaining a better output with 

the rasp bar mechanism than there are with the peristaltic 

mechanism*

At a lower crop m#o# of 15-17 percent, it was also

noticed that slightly better separation of straw and seeds 

was achieved in both mechanisms. In addition tha regrer •ion 
lines appear to suggest that it is poasiblo to obtain none 

output at this low 0.0. if the mechanism's peripheral 

speed-is below 700m/min.

In case of tho peristaltic, tho crops moisture content 

appeared to hare more influence on the mechanism's performance. 

This is illustrated by a wide gap in the output of t.ie 

poristaltio mechanism at two dlffersnt moisture levels.

( se Graph B0.4). The data collected for the peristaltic 

are not complete because it was found that at a high m.o. of 

25-27 percent, threshing efficiency was very poor. or 

the same reason, output at a m.c. of 21-23 percent at the 

scutcher speed of 700m/nin could not be measured.
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3Ai4*7 Wrapping*

The tendency of material to wrap, or continue around 

revolving members of mechanisms , was found to depend

primarily on the design features of a mechanism* This 

was demonstrated by the high rate of wrapping in the 

peristaltic mechanism and the virtual absenoe of wrapping 

in the rasp bar mechanism except in isolated incidences 

when a wet crop was fed v into the mechanism*

The occurrence of wrapping in the peristaltic was 

primarily because of the presence of the baffle in front, 

of the scutchers. In trying to carry out its function 

of feeding back the plants for re threshing, it also slowed 

down the exit speed of the plants and thereby encouraged 

wrap promoting tendencies* With a damp straw the situation 

was so much exaggerated that wrapping completely blocked 

the movement of the scutchers. Wrapping occurred less 

frequently with a dry straw. To a certain extent the 

wrapping tendency was lowered by putting the baffle at 

a correct spacing from the scutchers and also by angling 

it towards the oxit end, so that the plant material came 

out in a stream* However, it was difficult to completely 

eliminate wrapping in the peristaltic, unless the baffle 

was completely done away with, hit this on the otner hand
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DRUM PERIPHERAL MOISTURE OOKTEFT
3PSED 12* fflStt 
PER MUTUTB 25-2 7? 21-23? 15-1T'

OUTPUT IH XG. PER H0UR/30en 
WIDE THROAT. ATEEAOL OP 
 ̂REPLICATES.

700 13.60 22.52 30.70

360 10.04 23.11 42.77

1000 23.04 37.13 63.76

1200 51.06 53*10 69.12

H00 56*57 59.45 72.90

™vr. gn.s. - m s ?  2x2

3howlnc the rolntlonohlp bitmsen output end drua 
peripheral speed at different moisture contents.
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SCUTCHER PERIPHERAL
---------r

M0I£
--------.. - —
►TURE CONTENT

SPEED IN METERS PER 
MINUTE 25-27$ 21-23^ 15-17$

OUTPUT IN 
WIDE THROA 
REPLICATES

KG. PER HOUR/45cm 
T. AVERAGE OP 3 
•

TOO - - 54.32

860 • • 10*51 54 #00

1000 - 16.32 69.54

1200 - 19.77 67.85

1400 26.63 79.62

TABLE Ho.4. - PERISTALTIC MECHANISM

Showing the relationship between output and ocutcner 

peripheral speed at different moisture contents# (i?or 

missing figures see Text).
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GRAPH Ho. 3



GRAPH IIo.4»
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would hare adversely affected the threshing quality. fee 

3Ai4i8 Broken Straw.

Slightly more broken straw was observed in the crop 

threshed with the rasp bar mechanism, than in the crop 

threshed with the peristaltic. This was probably due to 

the shearing action by the rasp bars, as the plants 

passed between them. In case of the peristaltic, a very 

high quality end product was obtained, if the baffle 

was completely removed. This would have been at the 

expense of threshing efficiency#

5Ai5 Discussion on Observations - Hasp Bar and Peristal,tic 
Mechanisms.

3A « 5 i 1. Threshin/r Efficiency,.

?rom the observation records it is evident that two 

factors namely, the crops moisture content and the mechanisms 

peripheral speed, play a key role in determining the level 

of threshing efficiency. This appears to be more pronounced 

with the peristaltic mechanism, where if a high three!. ing 

efficiency is desired then the crop must be threshed when 

its moisture content is below 15 percent and at high scutcher
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rpeeds. With the rasp bar mechanism a wet crop can be 

threshed at a desired efficiency if correct peripheral 

speeds are employed. The vibrational mode of threshing 

used by the peristaltic, appears to be a little mild 

hence not harsh enough to thresh a wet orop. (hi the 

other hand, the impact Bode of threshing used by the 

rasp bar mechanism appears to be quite severe enough 

to thresh a wet crop. The soyabean crop having a m.c. 

of 23 percent can be threshed near to perfection if a 

drum peripheral speed of 14-OOnv̂ min is used. Tliic io 

not the case with the peristaltic. Moreover, the rasp 

bar mechanism appears quite capable of threshing a wot 

crop (m.o. 25-27 percent), though the level of threshing 

efficiency is not high (dec Graph No.1). The peristaltic 

is completely unable to thresh poyabeans at a m.o. of 

27 percent and above. With a dry crop (m.c. 15-17 percent) 

the rasp bar mechanism demonstrated ability to achieve a 

threshing efficiency of 99 percent at a lower drum

peripheral speed of lOOm/mln - whereas the peristaltici 

threshing efficiency was 95 ptroent with a similar 

Bet of conditions. This indicates that oven if the 

crop is dry high scutcher speeds are necessary to thro3n 

tho crop, if a high threshing efficiency is desired.
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3A i 5 i 2 Grain Output#

a
The great ears which must be taken to thresh soyabeansA

crop at the right moisture content to obtain a high out

put has bean demonstrated* Bren so more with the peristaltic 

where the output is nearly more than doubled if the orop 

auc* is reduced from 21 percent to 15 percent («ee Graph 

No .4). The explanation for a high output at a low m*e.

appears to be the higher rate at which the crop is able 

to pass through the mechanism thus making it possible to 

increase the feeding rate*

Once again the rasp bar mechanism demonstrated its 

superiority orer the peristaltio. A reasonable output 

of 60kg/hr was obtained at a orop m.c. of 21 percent m d  

at the maximum peripheral speod of 1400m/min. The peristeltie

under a similar set of conditions had an output of 30kg/hr.

The likely cause for such a big difference in the 

output at tlia above m .c .  appears to be the mode of action 

of a threshing mechanism. The feeding rate must be 

matched with the mechanism’s ability to thresh the ere •

On the relative basis, the peristaltic demands more time 

to thresh a wet crop than the rasp bar mechanism. Two
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possible reasons aoeount for this extra tins* the first 

being that a large proportion of the crop is fed back by 

the baffle to the scutchers for rethreshing. As a result, 

the crop spends more time inside the threshing mechanism*

This in turn means that the feeding rate has to be controlled. 

Secondly, a wetter crop requires more hits per cm of travel 

to get threshed, which means that the passage of a wot 

crop through the scutchers is slowed down. As the orop 

gets drier, the amount of re threshing proportionally 

decreases, together with a proportionate deorease in the 

number of hits required for threshing. In addition, tno 

exit speed of the threshed material is .Higher when a dry 

crop is fed, therefore the rate of feeding can be 3tapped

up*

3A , 5 I 3* Peristaltic1s Performance and its Chances for
Further Development.

The development work on the peristaltic meohaniam 

was initiated to assess the potential as a possible 

mechanism for threshing grain legumes* The present study 

has served to bring into light certain facts concerning its 

operation together with its performance standards when 

compared with a conventional threshing mechanism like the

rasp bar.
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Most of the facts appear to suggest that the 

peristaltic mechanism shows very f ow pronisee for 

further development as a small scale threshing mechanism#

The lightness of the components involved In threshing 

was the main feature of attraction# It was thought 

that this feature would decrease the energy requirements 

needed for driving the mechanism hence would be very 

suitable for hand operation# During the course of the 

study it was discovered that very high peripheral speeds 

were necessary to achieve a high threshing efficiency and 

a reasonable amount of grain output# Those hij 1 scutc^or 

speeds meant that the energy requirements for operating 

the mechanism would be quite high thus contradicting the 

earlier expectations of low energy demands#

Its mild form of vibrational threshing completely 

failed to thresh a wet crop having a m#c# above 23 percent# 

In addition though it exhibited abilities to thresh a dry 

crop,a certain amount of rethreahiag was required to achieve 

an acceptable standard of threshing. fhis requirement 

necessitated the presence of a baffle in front of the 

scutchers for rounding bach the plants for a second round

threshing# The baffle though helped to improve the mechanisms
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wsrforaonae on tha otoar aond it tended to prone to 

wrapping teadenaies a a o a g  too plants*

Wrapping ooourred frequently whan a wot orop 

threshed. ia toe baffle eant toe plants for rethreshing 

they began to revolve around with thc> osa'couarse ib.a 

oeutohoro oould not breakdown toe wetter straw into 

pioaes to speed up their exit. Ae a result, extreno 

eaution had to be exereioed in toe feeding rate to avoid 

choking up of too neohonion. *itt a dry crop, too situation 

waa not so exggerated oa the aoutohera were able to oro -- 

dawn the straw into snail piece, thereby speeding to 

«CLt. . iloroover, faetora like the thiaknaaa and toe length 

of toe plants tended te exaggerate m a p  pwnating tandtooios.

I'orhapa, the need for toe proaonoe of a *.fi1e o ^ 1" 

to eliminated by adopting a nulttpln threshing prlnoiplo - 
l.o. having too eats of aeutchere for thrashing. In t  in 

iantance toe length of too plants oould bo on added a * n =  j 

einfl0 they would very well w t t  for to. thrashing

prlnoiplo*.

She output of 30kg/hr» did not appear to be
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Tory encouraging in riot/ of the wideness of its throat 
(45 o q )» la ooMix.’JPiconf the reap bar noohanim hud a 
nftYimm output of 72'ijg/hr# per 30om wide throat#

Apart from the above mentioned inhoront ireaknoocee* 

it did not proro to be a simple mechanism to operate and 

fabricate locally* A Blight deviation in tho aligning 
of the scutchers uaually resulted in the ocutohero enton ;iiij 

each other after a short run#

In short, the perietal tie did not appear to bo a good 

suggestion for developing a small scale* threcoer for gr 2.n 

legumes# 2he basic principle of operations needs to be 

studied firot# In view of this it was thought beat tc 

abandon the development v/ofk on it#

jJA 1 5 t 4 . foe c f  HQi jroGuiQii i^ t lu L .*

Where it was found appropriate straight line r&^recv-eat. 
were fitted (Graph Ho*3 and 4). Tko** regreaoion lines were 

then in each caoe compared to see if there was any significant 

difference in their relationahipo • A* a roc-It for oaoh 

oacixmisa, those lines have been d r a m  with a common slope 

since it could not be 3howa that the slopeo for different 
lines for a particular mechanism woro different (oee Appendix

Ag and B^)*



In some oases the trend of results appeared to be 

quite indicative by itself, hence linear regressions or

other statistical analysis were not attempted* It 

appeared that the latter would be of very little help#

Such results were then presented diagramtioally

(see Graphs 1 and 2)#

PARg B - SPIKE TOOTH IliRBSIISB

3B j 6, Description of the Experimental Spike .Tooth Tlirosheg

An experimental testing thresher was locally doolf-ncd 

and fabricated at the testing site (see Plate 31 nnd ;

Ihe threshing assembly had a hie drum, 1m in di-jiotcr an 

4.50m wide. The former specification .no a <- 

giTe a reasonable drum peripheral speed at moderate rerolut.io 

of the drum, and the latter was arbitrarly thought to be 

the maximum drum width a single operator could comfortably 

feed. The drum was made from mild steel plate 3mm thick, 

the concave was out out from the same plate and was 

strengthened along its periphery with a flat bar measuring 

Jom x 0.5cm (see Plate 33). “  6180 found accessary

to strengthen the interior of the drum, whioh was done 

by fixing on each side six spokes, made from 2cn galvanised
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7LA.T3 I0»51»
DB VIEW OF THE BXMtlUBSTAI* 

'133 TOOTH THRESHES*
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DRUM

FEEDING
TABlt

STATIONARY 
SCR EEN

PLATE No>32

PRONT VIEW OP THE EXPERIMENTAL SPIKE TOOTH

THRESHER
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PLATE NO»33
CONCAVE POE THE EXPERIMENTAL SPIKE 

TOOTH THRESHER•
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water pipe# These spokes were then welded, at the 

other end, to a hollow central shaft (5cm outside 

diameter) again made from a galraninod water pipe#

A steel alloy shaft (2#5cm diameter was passed 

through this hollow pipe and wa3 attached to the 

central shaft by welding it to washers which in turn 

were welded to the hollow shaft# Thie alloy steel 

shaft ran in two plunmer block bearings fixed on either 

side of the drum. In passing it may be mentioned that 

an attempt was made to run the hollow shaft directly 

in wooden bearings but unfortunately the resistance 

encountered in driving the shaft was excessively high, 

as a result the wooden bearings were replaced by ball 

bearings# The longer end of the shaft was fixed with a 

handle for driving the drum# The non driving end was 

centrally drilled to take a tachometer for measuring 

rotor speeds# Holes were drilled on both tac edges of 

the drum at an interval of 2# 5cm for fixing bars carrying 

toothpegs. The toothpege in turn were welded on to the 

bars (2.5cm 1cm) in a single row (see Plate 34). The 

bars wore bolted on the drum, to give a o triggering 

pattern to the pegs#

Similar holes as on the periphery of the drum were



CLEARANCE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TEE Til IN THE 

SPIKE-TOOTH CYLINDER AND TH03E IN THE CONCAVE#
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drilled on the concave to bolt the bars carrying the pegc* 

2he concave was supported on an angle iron frame (same 

size as the main frame) and bolted to the m i n  structural 

frame* Ihe design work included the provision for 

varying the drun/concave clearance and the amour t of 

overlap of teeth on the drum and concave. 2*he concave 

v/as made t7cm to radius greater than the drum and its 

length extended along almost half the circumference of 

the drum (see Plate 33)« ^he flat iron otrips carrying 

welded spike teeth (7.6cm long and t&ppered at the free 

end) were bolted to the inside of the concave. Originally 

it had been planned to stagger the teeth on the concave 

aa well, but this idea was dropped ***-*- because of the 

difficulty experienced in clearing them through tne 

staggered teeth on the drum. the clearance relationship 

between the teeth of the drum and the concave is shoroi in

plate 34.
%

The feeding pan was placed on tlio top side of w e  

drum and this end of the concave was raised by 5om tc 

provide a throat at the entrance. Partial oleamas 01 

the threshed notarial wae secured by plaoing a stationery 

1om mesh screen at the exit end (sec Plato 35). IlliB 

soreen separated the plant straws and part of the split



STATIONERY SCREEN 0? THE EXPERIMENTAL 

SPIKE TOOTH THRESHER.



haulms from the rest of the material i#a. Beads* chaffo 

and spilt haulms wnich managed to pass through the 

screen openings#

Being a test model* where appropriate and possible* 

emphasis m s  placed on the ease of trying out wide 

variations in the dimensional parameters# This kind of 

flexibility* made it extremely easy to collect facta 

regarding roles played by the different parameters and 

also helped to find out thiir optimum settings* The 

provision of such a flexibility in the use of the 

parameters was partly responsible for increasing the 

drum weight*

3B : 7# Evaluation Procedure.; ^cr ••■1 -o '^vA 
Thresher#

Once again the crop for testing was obtained from the 

farm whore it was planted for commorcial purposes.
ih €-

details concerning its growth etc#* arc^aune as ^dnse 

mentioned earlier under section 3A t 3# AH  

necessary precautions* mentioned in the jamt section 

were strictly observed to avoid the element ox

i.n.-.mn error affecting the results#
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Woet of the trials were run on purely ooeerr.tional

basis with the purpose of visually detecting < * the

effect of a change in a particular parameter* The

threshed material was usually not collected for weighing

or for calculating the drum lossy except when tho optimum
a.

settings were finally worked out and then few runs were 

made to collect such information* The effect of a new 

setting was a judged by the change in the magnitude of

threshing efficiency# Tnroughout the trial period,
cu

an endeavour was made to maintain visual threshing

efficiency of nearly 95 to 100 percent* It was ie.it 

that the adoption of this method very much speeded up 

the work, besides avoiding cumbersome statistical enalysir . 

Any setting which appeared to show^threchinr efficiency 

below 95 percent was outright rejected. Therefore, 

doubts questioning the validity of the observational 

results, it is hoped, do not arise*

Baoh new sotting had an actual observational run cf 

five minutes. A photographer * a timer was once again 

used for timing the runs. Three replications for each 

new setting were conducted. When the threshed material 

was to be collected for weighing the drum was revolved 

without any load for two minutes. During this period,
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the required peripheral speed and the uniformity In 

driving the drum were achieved*

As the cleaning by the stationery ecreen was hot 

hindered percent, it was found necessary to follow 

this partial cleaning with some sort of manual cleaning 

and winnowing to get a clean and product* This was 

carried out immediately at the end of every run. Where 

weighte were taken of the threshed crop, the same 

procedure as Eientioned in section 3'ls3 was followed*

The tests to find out output and threshing

efficiency of the mechanism at different settings .'.er ■ of 

fivo minutes duration and were run on the same lines as 

those adopted for the peristaltic and the rasp bar*

Neither visible nor invisible seed damage count was

made owing to the fact that the peripherical speeds 

employed during the trials were quite low, hence most 

ar.likely to cause any appreciable amount of damage*

In each treatment only one variable was studied, 

the remaining faotors were kept constant at approximatcl,, 

the middle of the range, if^ftiaum for sue* factors were
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not yet studied. Again in very few oases, co-relation 

between any two parameters was given some serious thought*

Throughout the 3tudy the parameters were carefully watched 

and processed one by one, the order of etudy decided by 

the weight of a particular parameter on the overall 

performance of the thresher. Once an optimum setting 

v?as established, it was left undisturbed in most instances. 

Ho •’ever, if any whange was oarritd out, it was 01 a very 

minor nature but of a quite largo benefit in the optimum 

establishment of some other parameters*

For the purpose of continuity in the presentation oi 

the facto revealed during the course oi the study, mothedo 
and observations for an individual variable are reported 

under a common heading.

3B t 8. Observations - Spike Tooth Experimental 
Thresher.

Only moderately dry material (m.c. below 14 percent 

oould be thrashed to the required level of efficiency.

This was so because there wao a limitation to the maximum 

drum speed which could be obtained and maintained 

comfortably, whilst the drum was hand operated, 

having a higher moisture content than 14 peresn . could
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be threshed but the efficiency was not to the required 

level and in addition was inconsistent# As a roault the 

rest of the trials were carried out with a crop having

a nuc. of 12-14 percent (W#b)# The moisture content
■Lhe

was determined by, oven method, following t io sane
A

prooedure as mentioned under 3Ai3#

3B i 8 i 1. Minimum Peripheral Speed Required for 
Threshing#

The drum peripheral speed was indirectly measured 

with a hand tachometer, which in first instance recorded 

drum rotor speed, this rotor speed was subsequently 

converted to peripheral speed. Before any material was 

fed into the machine, the drum was run to the required 

epeed. During the course of observations the tachometer 

was held on at its station to keep a check on the drum 

speed. By this it was ensured that a constant urun 

apeed was maintained when the drum was loaded with the 

crop. For the purpose of measuring the drum peripheral 

speed, drum diameter was measured to the middle of one

pegs#

Ihe trials run to find the maximum possible drum

showed that when hand operated a maximumrotational speed
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rotation speed of 50-60 revolutions per minute (r.p»m.) 

could be achieved* At this rotational speed the desired 

level of threshing was obtained# This speed was than 

dropped in steps of 5 or 10 r.p.nu to observe the 

effoct of lowering drum speeds# Some degree of 

inconsistency was observed* in threshing efficiency * 

within a replication but its overall effect was likely to 

be of very little significance#

The optimum peripheral speed was shown to be much 

dependant on the moisture content of the crop# To a 

certain extent, the size of the plants and relative 

humidity at the time of threshing also seemed to be 

having an effect in determining the correct peripheral 

speed. It was observed that the runs made during the 

late afternoon ( R.H. 45*50 percent) definitely re

quired lower drum peripheral speeds than the runs made 

during the early morning (H#H# 90 percent). it i3

believed this happened because of the hygrasoopic nature

of the material.

In general, tests undertaken to find the optimum

peripheral speed indicated that thie appeared to be
of 130-150n/min# for threshing soyabeanswithin the range
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drum had to be revolved at 40-50 r*p*m* which proved

to be^little tiring if continued for more than 10A
minutes* However, this peripheral speed (l30-150m/niin*) 

wets adopted for the rest of trials*

3B:8s2* Spacing of Spike Tooth Rows, on the Brum*

The experiment was begun with the minimum possible 

distance between the rows of the pegs, and then m s  

increased by 5cm at a time to observe the effect of tho

change*

The starting spacing was 5cm between the row-, of the 

pegs on the drum. This setting It was felt mas almost 

approaching somewhere near to a solid drum. Throe 

other spaoings were tried viz 10«n, 15 on and 20em* In 

each case the effect of tho change was noted on the 

threshing efficiency. Among the last three settings tried, 

a distance of 10ea between the rows appeared to work bert. 

The threshing efficiency was ujjto the required level and 

it was easy to foed the plants at this spacing.

3B.8I3. length of the Pegs on the Drum and Concave.

The aim was to find out the optimum peg length which
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would, g iv e  th e h ig h e s t  o u tp u t.

Three r e p l i c a t e d  rune were made, f i r s t  when the peg 

le n g th  was 8cm fo llo w e d  by s im i la r  ru n s when the peg 

le n g th  was reduced  to  4cm, S im u ltan e o u sly  id e n t ic a l  

ch an ges were c a r r ie d  out on tne concave p e g s*

The e f f e c t  o f  a  change in  the le n g th  appeared  

to  be on the ou tpu t and the ea se  o f fe e d in g #  There 

ap p e ared  to  be no s i g n i f i c a n t  d if fe r e n c e  in  the th re sh in g  

e f f ic ie n c y #  The o u tp u t by u s in g  th e lo n g e r  pegs (8cm) 

was h ig h e r  and the d i f f e r e n c e  was s i g n i f i c a n t  a t  1 p e rc e n t 

l e v e l  w ith  th e  s h o r t e r  p egs (4cm -  se e  T able 5 ) *  W ithin 

l i m i t s  the lo n g e r  th e  p e g s , the h ig h e r  the output scorned 

to  b e . The p ro b a b le  re a so n  bein g th a t  l a r g e r  amount o f  

c ro p  cou ld  be thrown in  the th re sh in g  com partm ent, i f  

th e  lo n g e r  p egs were u se d * M oreover, i t  v/a3 o b serv ed  

t h a t  w ith  th e red u ced  s i z e  o f  the p e g s ,  the crops a t  

tim e s  seemed to  be e x p e r ie n c in g  d i f f i c u l t y  in  p a s s in g  

th rou gh  the p e g s*

F or c o n s t r u c t io n  p u rp o se s , a  le n g th  o f  over 

3cm m s  considered im p r a c t ic a b le ,  th e r e fo r e  8cm was

a d o p te d  a s  th e  optimum#
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Length of 
Begs

Drum Peri 
p h e ra l Spee
ideters/Mi

» Output/H 
i in Kg. 
i. Avg.of 5 

Hepl.

Threshing
Efficiency

3 cm 150 29.46 92*

4 cm 150 19.09 91*

Mean
Difference 10.37 1.0 tf.s,

TABLE Ho. 5.

Showing output and threshing efficiency of soya
beans at two different lengths of pegs*

3B i 8 J 4 Spacing of Spike Tooth Rows on Concave*

Similar trial run3 as mentioned under 3B i 8 * 2 

were undertaken to find the optimum spacing of rows on 

the surface of the concave. Among the various combina

tions that were tried, a spacing of 6cm betvoen the rows 

seemed to be the best as a closer spacing than this 

ended up in plants getting plugged up between the pegs. 

Beyond the spacing of 6cm the threshing efficiency was 

lowered. The probable reason being that above* t .:.s 

spacing, the plants did not enoountor enough resistance 

at the right moment to d e c e le r a te  thoir forward movoi.ion 

Hence they gained momentum and were shot out with their
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po&o unthreahed#

The observations seem to indicate that besides 

the number of beats or repetition of combine 

action* probably the actual distance between bar3 
may play a part in deciding the quality of threshing,

in that it influences the way in which ears are

presented to the spaces between the peec.

that a point is reached when bar spacing is reduced,

;-.t which the opportunities for pegs to act ere so low ’-'.at 

threshing efficiency nay orsn begin to fail off*

5B t 8 i 5. m  mi mum Arc of Contact in Concave
Necessary for Threshing an'', its 
H ala tlo n o h lP  w ith Drum P e r ip h e r a l 

Speed .

The aim was to establish the duration of crop 

exposure to combing action neceosary for thrashing, and 

to find out if any co-relation existed between the drum 

peripheral speed and the concave length. The reason for 

the latter being that if euoh a co-relation was found 

to exist then it was believed that the decrease in drum 

speed could he compensated by increase in the length 

of concave. This would have allowed the rotational
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speed of the drum to be lowered for the oaae of 

operating by manual labour# Thi3 was in line with th e  

generally held belief that the duration of combing on 

the$ crop can be increased by using more bare, or by 

increasing the length of time for which the crop is 

exposed to the combing action e#g# by increasing the 

length of the concave#

The mini ruin exposure duration was determined by 

the number of strips carrying pegs necessary on the 

concave for threshing# The observation was started 

with the maximum possible number of strips which could 

be accommodated on the concave# At each successive sot 

of runf one t o w  of pegs was removed, starting from the 

exit end# To begin with, there were 14 such strips,

5cm apart - that means the reduction in the aro of oontact 

was carried out in stops of 5cm, till it was found t •m i. 

threshing efficiency was lowered below the acceptable 

standard, by the removal of the last strip#

Once again during the course of the observations it 

was shown that the moisture content of the crop appeared 

to be the deciding criteria as far as the duration of 

exposure was concerned# Soyabeans having a ra#c# of
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12-14 percent required a minimum of 4 strips, whereas 

crop below 12 percent was effectively threshed with only

one row of pegs on the concave •

The observations undertaken to establish the 

presence of any relationship between the drum speed 

and the effective length of the concave showed negative 

results at the crop m.c. of 12 percent i#e# no relationship 

could be established* This particular finding m s  rather 

disappointing since the absence of any relationship meant 

that the drum peripheral speed could not be lowered bo low 

130-150m/min. Thin finding appears to indicate that it's 

the magnitude of impact during the combing action which 

is the deciding factor rather than the number of impacts 

which finally determine the level of threshing efficiency.

However, with a very dry crop (ra.c. below 10 percent) 

some sort of negative co-relation appeared to be present 

between the drum speed and the length of contact. -Vitb 

a reduced concave length, higher peripheral speeds were 

necessary to obtain a high level of threshing. Further 

exploitetion of this relationship was not carried out, as 

it only seemed to work in the lower range of the concave 

length - i.e. within 1 to 4 strips of pegs,
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In addition, it m s  observed that the distance of 

the first strip on the concave from the inlet played a vital 

roll in deciding the number of strips necessary for 

threshing# On this particular throshor, placing of 

the first strip 20cm from the inlet end appeared to 

work best# Advancing of the strip towards the inlet, 

resulted in plants getting blocked in the beginning! 

thus slowing down their passage# If the strip was 

placed beyond 20cm from the inlet, the passage of the 

plants yjuo accelerated, resulting in a rise of unthreohed 
pods# The placing of the first strip had also effect on 

deciding the number of strips necessary ior threor-ingf for 

example, if the strip m s  placed at 40cn from the inlet, 

fire strips wo re necessary* whereas at 20cm four were 

necessary for uliresuing#

This shows the importance of the combing action of 

the pegs at the entrance t> the drum# Therein fct~,

action of the pegs appears to be at random and lesn 

effective because the stream of crop is much thinner#

3B i 8 i G Dm.ua/Concayc: C learan ce#

The sections carrying the pegs were so arranged

that the net clearance betweenon the drum and concave,
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them cane out to 1.2cm. This paranetor was not varied 

as it was proved that a wider gap than 1*25cm was likely 

to be detrimental to threshing and a narrower gap likely 

to encourage plugging of plants between the pegs*

3B i 9* Observations on a Prototype. Spike Tooth 
Thresher*

After collecting the data pertaining to operational 

parameters involved in the operation of spike tooi;h thresher 

for grain legumes, it was felt that these could be used to 

design and construct a prototype hand operated threoher*

Most of the dimensions used in its design were directly 

taken from the last series of observations* However* 

in order to reduce the cost and speed up the wc . , 

discarded drum from the Inndmaster throsning unit was 

utilised for constructing the drum* As a result - 10 

drum*s specifications were altered as follows:

Drum width t 33cm

Drum Diameter t 30*5cin to the middle ol Pe0E#

Ty/o closed types of concaves were made from flat iron 
bars (1cm thick ana 2.5cm wide) and galvanised iron sheets 

of 26 guage* The aim was to t r y  out two different 

positions of fixing the concave. One below the drum, 

other above it* The central drum shaft was supported in
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two selfaligning ball races which were fixed on the main 

housing. The mechanism was housed in two 22 guage 

galvanised iron sheets (see Plato 36) which were strengthened 

at various places with 2.5cm square hollow channel iron.

A stationery screen of 1cm mesh was placed below the 

concave to separate out seeds from haulmc and straws.

One end of the 3haft had a handle fixed on it for revolving 

the drum* The other end was made to take a hand tachometer 

fo r  measuring the drum revolutions. A feeding table was 

fixed at the throat end. A wooden table was attached to 

this feeding table, in order to increase the length of 

the feeding table. This arrangement as mentioned earlier 

(3M3) made it possible to have a continuous and uniform 

feeding of the crop to the thresi m g  uni «

Observation.! methods and crop condition* were same 

as those mentioned for the experimental toothpeg thresher.

The observations undertaken to find out the suitable 

positioning of the concave suggested that a bettor threshing 

was obtained with the concave below the drum than above it. 

Moreover, with the latter arrangement, a oertain amount of 

slugging of straw was observed when the concave was below 

the drum, straws were carried away due to gravitational 

pull hence the frequency of plugging was low.
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V

PLATE H0>36

PROTOTYPE SPIKETOOTH HIRES USB*
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The earlier runs were directly made with a handle 

attached on the drum shaft. As the drum diameter was 

small, it had to be revolved at a very high spoed to 

achieve the required peripheral speed# However, even at 

the raftTjrnirn possible drum revolutions of 120 per minute, 

the output and threshing efficiency were not very striking# 

Average of three rune gave the following results*

Threshing efficienoy t 72 percent#

Output/hr. : 20 kg of seeds/33ein wide drum# 

In addition, some difficulty was encountered with 

the direction of preoentaHin of the crop# The feeding 

had to be done with a butts first direction to avoid 

plants having thick stems or profuse branching getting 

plugged botwosn tho pegs# it appeared this was done at 

the expense of threshing effioienoy# When plartc were 

fed with the butt «nd first, it appeared that there v«s 

a narked absence of any sort of means to arrest their 

acceleration through the pegs, as a result they were 

shot out instead of being combed through the pegs, hence 

remained unthreshed# The passage of plants is to sane

extent analogue to sewing needle eye and splitted strands 

of a thread# If on attempt is made to pass the splitted 

end (heads first in the case of plants) resistance is 

encountered# However, on the Other hand if tnc claan
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and neat end (butt first in the case of plants) ic 

presented to the eye, it slides through easily, polling 

along the split^end as well. *

foremost among the possible reasons for suoh a 

disheartening performance, appeared to be the luc’c of 

right magnitude of impact to thresh open the pods or to 

shear apart the plants caught between the pegs* 2he 

magnitude of impact is known to be a function of weight 

and velocity of a body* In this instance the weight 

could not be altered, without some major modifications 

in the design, e*g* heavier pegs, therefore an increase 

iu thff vcluc. rum was necessary* The required

increase in the drum speed v/as obtained by incorporrting 

in the design a temporary countershaft carrying a pulley 

of 23om diameter to drive a 7*5cra pulley on the drum sliaft 

yp a, yee bolt of A section* With this modifies 

ycrimnm peripheral speed of 305m/min.TOs reached. To 

maintain this speed, the pulloy on the countershaa ̂ Jiad 

to be revolved at 100 r.p.m* which proved to be a difficult 

task to continue for any length of time* i- observe 1 

that approximately 16 Kcal/min. were demanded from an 

operator*On an hourly basis the figure comes to 960 k cal/ 

nin* Y7hereas the roarimum number of heal that can be made 

available per day of eight hours arc 1400 (Boshoff,1970).
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K ig encouraging features of these modifications 

were a marked increase in the output and threshing 

efficiency. At 305m/nin the average results of three 

runs were as followst

Threshing efficiency * 05 percent.

Output/hr i 30 leg of eee<J/j3on

Comparing the results of the last two exercises» it 

\7as evident that a drum’s peripheral speed and also likely 

its width probably play a key role in deciding the machines 

output and its threshing efficiency.

Some v/ork was undertaken to find out ii the presence 

of a pulley or/ond some added weight would case suA ■- ir 

task of driving the dram. On one aide of the drum shaft 

a flywheel weighing 12kg, and on the other side a oust 

iron bio ok weighing 27kg were attached to induce some 

extra momentum. There this plenty of advantage from 

this extra monentump when the drum was running freef ba* 

as soon as some load was put on i;, the advantage ox 

induced momentum seemed to fade out in proportion to the 

increase in load.

ftith the same assembly! some runs were made uo
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verify its potential as a suitable mechanism for 

groundnut stripping. The few runs made to test this 

potential, clearly indicated that the toothpog type 

of mechanism could be successfully utilised to strip 

groundnuts off their haulms (see Plate3 37 and 38 •

The last series of observations brought out into 

light the possibilities of threshing soyrboons and 

stripping groundnut with the toothpog typo of mechanism* 

The initial goal of running the mechanism manually were 

not materialised as the energy demands for driving '-f' 

drum were excessively high. Tests carried out in 

Ethiopia (CA33Uf1969) also appear to suggest tl t there 

is very little advantage gained from hand operated 

threshers. In view of these findings, it is proposed

that it would be extremely useful to incorporate sons

aort of power source, preferably an engine, for motivating

the drum. This machine could be then an ideal tool for 

co-operatives or for contract work. ^ing such a machine

to thresh crops on different farms should be quite possible

to view of the nature of its Job, l.o. throshing can be 

spread over a long period. With such an arrangement 

(i.e. using the thresher on a c o m m e r c i a l  basis) adequate



groundnut p l ants before stripping
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PLATE N0.38
SHOWING- THE SUCCESSFUL STRIPPING 0? 
GROUNDNUT SHELLS BY THE TOOTH PEG 

MECHANISM.
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amount of work por season could be anticipated to 

economically justify its purchase.

%



3SYEI.GP::SJ7 r/QBK A1TO OBSERVATIONS 

ON CLEANING MECHANISMS

CHAPTER 4

TTAnd cleaning by shaking sieves, tossing ths mixture 
into ths air, or pouring it abort ths ground in ths wind 
is a time consuming and tsdlous task* Winnowin; oould bs 
grsatly spssdsd up by making artificial winds oombined with 
msohunieal agitation of sieves. Whilst in ths Eastern 
countries, farmer’s hare developed their own indigenous 
fanning devices, farmer’s in the tropical Africa still to a 
large extent rely on slow hand cleaning* (Llinc ot al, 196-))# 
Furthermore, on the whole little appears to have boen done 
for developing a small scale separate winnower, having pro
vision for attaching a suitable threshing mechanism if 
desired so, thus combining these two operations into & single 
unit. Studies of various nature encompassing different 
aspects of travelling and elsaning characteristics of an 
oscillating sieve have been carried out independantly by 

Carrie (1966), German et el (1969), I*ee et al (1969)
Batel (i960). But these studies have been undertaken with 
a view to improve ths quality of output from a combine
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harvester* It may not be appropriate, therefore, to direetly 

use their findings in the designing a small scale cleaner/ 

sorter*

Small threshing units very rarely hare cleaning mecha

nisms incorporated in their design* Using suoh a threshing 

unit, the problem of separating the straw when threshing 

crops like soyabeans is simplified by ju3t shaking and lift- 

ing straws off as the threshed crop comes out at the exit 

end* Further cleaning in suoh a form of threshing is oon- 

fined to removal of foreign material like stones, debris 

anA chaffe* This task appears to be within the capacity 

of a fanning mill. Difficulties are encountered, when at

tempts are made to simultaneously carry out threshing and 

cleaning in one operation* For example, with crops like 

soyabeans, straw separation problem is somewhat aggravated 

because of its bulkiness in relation to seed/pod volume. 

Experience indicates that usually high reciprocating speeds 

of the straw walker are necessary to make straw travel to 

the discharge end* There are two distinct disadvantage?, 

of these high speeds* Firstly, if it is to be hand opera

ted, it is doubtful if the required frequency of oscillation 

can be sustained for any length of time* Secondly, high
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reciprocating speeds are likely to induce stresses on the 

frame structures, thus shortening their life span*

The present study was therefore undertaken with a 

view to reduce the oscillating frequency of the straw 

walker to the minimum, without affecting its walking effi

ciency and at the same time collect some basic design data 

for local manufacturing of the machine*

The intensity of grain separation by a shaker screen 

depends on a number of factors* (Deutsche Agrartechnik,l964). 

1. Shape and size of screen surface*

2* Size, number and angle of slots*

3* Length of the stroke*

4* Number of oscillations to which the mass of grain and 

straw is subjected*

5* Straw moisture content.

6* Quantity of material to be passed over the shai.c-r in 

any given time.

7, Air volume i*e. air velocity.

8. Entrance conditions i.e. drop or no drop.

Of these, factors like shape and size of the screen

moisture content, input rates, straw, chaffs:surface, straw
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grain ratio, air velocity, having some influence on the 

efficiency of travel of straw and separation of seeds were 

held constant. Length of the stroke, frequency of oscil

lation, size, number and angling of slats were studied.

Ease of travel of straw, time taken to reach the discharge 

end and quality of seeds coming out at the discharge spout 

were used as a measure to establish the optimum settings,

4 : 1 Description of the Experimental Cleaner

In view of the practical importance of certain factors 

affecting the efficiency of a cleaner, an experimental 

cleaner baaed on the reciprocating principle was designed

by Iluchiri (pars. comm. 1969) for looal fabrication.

The machine was called 'The Universal Cleaner' sinoe its 

design** incorporated features to extend its use to clean

a wide variety of orops. With eaoh parameter under study, 

provision was made to operate it on a wide range of settings, 

so that the optimum for S-Ch parameter could be established.

Conventional combine principlea of cleaning by mecha

nical agitation assisted by an air blast were uoea to 

design the cleaner (see Plate No. 59)»
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The main chasie was constructed from channel iron 

measuring 7*5 cm x 4 cm x 0*5 on and angle iron of 5 cm x 

5 cm x 0*5 cm* At the feeding end a triangular frame with 

an adjustable stand was attached to carry the engine* Pitch 

of the cleaner was largely controlled by this adjustable 

stand. The whole framework was supported on two rubber 

pneumatic wheels*

The straw walkerfs exterior frame was made from 3 mm 

thick mild steel plate. Screens of varying square mesh 

were first fixed on the dexion frames and then were slid'* 

inside the straw rake and were bolted on to the clamps.

Only one such screen was supposed to be in use at a time, 

depending on the size of the seed* A second smaller uesn 

size screen was permanently fixed about 5 cm above the grain 

pan to receive grains registering through from the top screen, 

and also receiving chaffe which was not blown away by the 

air draft* The idea was to filter through chaffe and allow 

grains to move towards the collecting spout made of meeh 

screen and having the same hole opening as the second screen* 

Purther cleaning of the threshed seeds took place here*

(see Plate No. 40). The straw walker was suspended from 

the frame by two pairs of parallel links, 25 cm in length,
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which were running in rubber bushes* These links were 

set to give an inclining slope towards the discharge end. 

This arrangement was found to assist the forward movement 

of the straws* Oscillating of the straw walker was done 

by means of an eccentrio crank, in the direction of 

the travel of the straw.

Power to crank the straw walker was provided by a 

10 h.p. Clinton petrol engine. The drive was first 

linked to a countershaft via pulleys and a vee A section 

belt. This countershaft was running in taper lock self

aligning ball race bearings. Prom the countershaft drive 

to the cranking mechanism was transmitted via sprokets 

having a ratio of 1:3 and a roller motorcycle type chain.

A radial type of fan was installed to provide an air 

blast for pneumatic cleaning. It was positioned at the 

front end of the straw walker. The air draft was directed 

on to the grain, registering through the upper sieve, to 

blow away chaffe and any other light material. To a certai: 

extent, the blast also assisted the forward movement of the 

grain/straw mass on the upper sieve. The fanshaft ran in 

a self aligning ball races,receiving its drive from the
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countershaft via a 3:1 pulley ratio and a vee A Section 

belt*

4:2 Evaluation Procedure

Test material was obtained by threshing soyabeans orop 

originally collected for the threshing trials. Threshing 

was done with the peristaltic thresher. The grain: straw/ 

chaffe ratio of 0.75*1 almost remained constant. The 

samples for measuring the grain and the straw moisture con

tents were taken separately. The grain m. c. was in the 

range of 12-14/S (w.b) and the straw/chaffe m.c.was between 

14-17# (w.b.). These were thoroughly mixed before they 

were dropped on the straw walker from a height of 6 cm.

The input rate was maintained constant at 1 kg per every 

drop. Three replications of each setting were conducted, 

but were not statistically designed. Fresh material was 

used for each replication.

Preliminary tests were run to find out the optimum 

air blast, that will blow chaffe away, but not seeds. By 

this means, it was ensured that the loss of seeds occurring 

at the discharge end was kept to the minimum. A hand tacho
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meter was used to record the oscillation frequency of the 

stray/ walker. A photographer's timer was again used to 

measure the time taken for the mass to trarel 1*8 m long 

straw walker. Time was measured till the last straw fell 

down. Certain parameters were not timed, as visual and 

practical observations were found to be more helpful.

The oscillation frequency was controlled through the engine 

speed. Before the start of each run, the shaker frequency 

was brought up to the required level, and run at that level 

for 3 min. to avoid unwarranted changes in the engine re

volution affecting the shaker frequency.

It was pointed out earlier that the aim of the exer

cise was to establish the optimum settings for various 

parameters through visual and practical observations 

rather than relying on statistically designed experiments. 

Hence, it has been found more appropriate to present the 

working procedure, and observations on an individual pai 

meter under a common heading.

In each treatment only one variable was studied at 

a time, the remaining factors were kept constant at either 

approximately middle of the range or if already studied, 

kept at their optimum settings.
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4:3 Observations

4t3:l Length of the Stroke

In theory, within limits, the longer the stroke the 

faster will be the walking speed of the straw. However, 

in practice, there is a limit to which one can exploit this 

parameter to increase the rate of travel of the straw.

The obvious reason being that beyond a certain length, the 

whole cleaner begins to Jump from the ground at each for

ward stroke. Such a form of Jumping, apart from being 

queer and unconventional, may shorten the life span of 

the structural members, by introducing stresses in the 

members which may be beyond their stress limit.

The length of the stroke was measured from the centre 

of the shaft driving the eccentric box to the beginning of 

the link driving the straw walker and connected to the 

eccentric box. Provision was made to slide the strav/ 

walker link within the box to vary the stroke length.

At the start of the study, the stroke length was kept 

at 2 cm. being the minimum possible. Prom then it was in

creased by 0.5 cm. each time, till the straws showed some
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signs of mechanical agitation and showed a tendency to have 

gained some momentum for the forward travel* The satis

factory movement of the straw was observed when the stroke 

length reached 3.5 cm* When the stroke length was increased 

beyond 4 cm, unacceptable intensity of shaking was pro

duced in the cleaner. From these two observations, the 

optimum stroke length was established to be somewhere bet

ween 3.5 to 4 cm*

4:3:2 Slat Size* Spacing and the Angle of the Slating

Face and its Interaction with Oscillation Frequency.

Slats are small triangular shaped wooden pieces which 

assist the straws in their forward movement, by tossing 

up the straws, (see Plate No. 41). For soyabeans crop, 

they were fitted on a screen of 10 mm mesh. The inter

action of this parameter with the oscillation frequency 

was also studied. The results of the study of various 

aspects of this parameter are given below.

i) Slat pitch - and upper edge sharpness. On the whole, 

the pitch of the slat appeared to have a very meagre effect 

on the walking rate of the straws, but had a marked effect 

on the forward movement of the threshed pods. If the
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PLATE NO. 41

SHOWING SLATS WITH KETAL STRIPS ON 

THE STRAW WALKING DECK OP THE

UNIVERSAL CLEANER
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vertical rise was kept too steep, the inertia present in 

the pods was not high enough to enable them to jump over 

the slats. As a result the pods were locked in their 

movement between two slats* The gradient was slowly re

duced in steps till it wa3 found that the pods could easily 

jump over the slats* The final optimum pitch was found 

to be 10° - measured from the bottom line of the slats*

As the tossing induced by the bare slats was not 

adequate enough for the forward movement of the straws, 

metal strips were attached on to the slats, which then very 

much improved the tossing quality of the slats* These 

metal strips were attached so that they protruded 2.5 cm 

above the height of the slats. Some serrated edged metal 

strips were also tried but their performance was not any 

better than the plain edged metal strips.

) Distance between slats in collaboration with oscilla

tion frequency.

This exercise was undertaken to find out the optimum 

distance between the slats on the walking deck and i 

relationship to the frequancy of oscillation of the straw

walker



The trials were commenced by keeping a distance of 

10 cm between the elate and at the same time an attempt 

was made to work out the correct oscillation frequency.

It was observed that the plants just began to move when 

the straw walker’s oscillation frequency was approaching 

185 strokes/min. At 190 strokes/min. ,the straws began to 

move freely. But when the frequency speed was raised to 

195 strokes/min.,a significant amount of seed loss was 

observed at the discharge end, presumably because the 

energised seeds did not have enough time to register them

selves through the screen openings. Of course, at this 

oscillation frequency there was a marked increase in the 

travelling rate of the strawB and the difference w.s 

significant at 5 percent level (c.f. with 185 strokee/nln.). 

Apart from this bouncing disadvantage, it was also evident 

that at such a high oscillation frequency unnecessary 

stresses were put on the frame structures, whioh was not 

very desirable. On the average it took 14.5 sec. for the 

straws to finish their 1.9 m long journey. There was no 

significant difference at 190 strokes/min.

Next, the distance between the slats was reduoed to

adverse effect on the passing

1 3 0

5 cm. This reduction had an
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of seeds through the screen openings, largely because the 

arrangement reduced the area available for seeds to pass 

through hence’ most of them bounced out* This tendenoy of 

seeds to jump out faded when the distance between slats 

was increased to 7.5 cm. By this change the threshold for 

the movement of the straw was brought down to 165 strokes/ 

min. But at this frequenoy, the straw journey took a little 

longer and listed for 25 sec* Three more oscillation 

frequency rates were tried to decrease the time of travel* 

Recorded observations are shown in Table Ho* 6* When the 

frequency rate was increased beyond 180 strokeo/min. some 

grain lose at the discharge end was observed, as such the 

maximum limit was established at 180 etrokes/n.in*

The time taken by the straws to complete their journey 

at 180 strokes/min. was significantly less at 1 percent 

level over the other two treatments (175 and 170 strokes/min.). 

In turn the difference between 170 strokes/min* and 175 

strokes/min* was significant at 5 par cent level*

Further work on cleaning meohaniems was abandoned at 

this stage for the following reasons.

Firstly, it became evident that ths investigations
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into threshing mechanisms were claiming a considerable 

effort leaving little time to coyer other aspects of the

problem.

Secondly, it became evident that cleaning rather than 

grading was the first requirement as far as soyabeans was 

concerned. Furthermore, the development of a simple hand 

winnower ( s e e  Plate No. 42) at the National Institute of 

Agricultural Engineering in the United Kingdom (wiloooks, 

pers. comm. 1970) which proved to be perfectly adequate 

for this operation, suggested that the available research 

time could best be concentrated on the problem of actual 

threshing.

DISTANCE

BETWEEN

SLATS

OSCILLATION

FREQUENCY

RATE

TIME TAKEN TO TRAVEL 

1.9m LONG STRAW WALKER.

AVG.OF 3 REPLICATES

7.5 cm 170 20 sec. A

n 175 14.8 sec. B

n 180 8f7 sec* C

TABLE NO. 6.

Showing time taken by soyabeans straw to travel 1.8 m 

long straw deck at different frequency levels.
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THE H.I.A.E. HAHD SEED CLEAJfEH



SUKH AST AUD COHCLUSIOKS

CHAPTER 5

The study was undertaken with an objective to look for 

an appropriate mechanism and to establish operational para

meters for the threshing of grain legumes in Uganda* It 

was also aimed at the same tine to establish possible de

sign parameters for a cleaning mechanism for the crop* A 

basic objective was that the equipment should preferably 

be hand-operated (low power requirement) and be able to 

lend itself to local manufacture (simple in design). The 

machine in short must be tailored to suite the precise 

farming conditions.

The literature on threshing and cleaning mechanisms 

indicated that the conventional drum and concave mechanism 

was the most universally used for grain legumes and a or 

that matter any other crop. Two versions of this mechanism 

were therefore chosen for investigations. These were the 

rasp bar drum/concave and toothpeg drum/concave.

Of the less commonly used threshing mechanismSf several 

appear to have considerable potential for grain legumes
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notably the rubber rolls, the endless belt mechanism and 

the centrifugal threshing mechanism. As these are all of 

rather complicated design, and thus likely to conflict with 

the objective of simplicity in design, none were tried in 

the course of these investigations.

However, one novel mechanism, the so called peristaltic, 

was examined and experimented upon in some detail. It 

offered potential for low power requirement as well as sinw 

plicity in design and had as such not yet been tried for 

the threshing of grain legumes. In this mechanism, threshing 

is done by two scutchers which revolve at right angles, in 

opposite direction to each other. Each 3cutcher in turn is 

made of two shafts, welded at both ends to a steel plate.

These shafts hit the plants and in doing so impart vibrational 

waves to the pods and thus pop them open. It is reputed 

to be a very mild form of threshing with a low degree of

damage.

The study programme was divided into two phases.

During the first phase, the perlataltlo mechanism was con

structed locally and then ita performance was asseaned in 

comparison with the rasp bar mechanism. Most the second 

phase »ae devoted to a critical study of the tooth peg type 

of mechanism.
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The investigations undertaken to assess the perfor

mance of the peristaltic mechanism suggested that this 

mechanism was unsuitable for the purpose envisaged* Irres

pective of the speed employed to run the scutchers, the 

mechanism appeared to show an overall inability to thresh 

high moisture content soyabeans. It was observed that when 

a wet crop was fed, the wrapping tendencies were promoted 

by the presence of the baffle. As a result, after a short 

run, under these circumstances the mechanism was choked up 

and therefore came to a temporary halt. Though it showed

some ability to thresh a dry crop (m.c. below 17 percent)
a .

with the assistance of/baffle, the overall scutcher speeds

required for efficient threshing and good output were ex

cessively high, for manual operation of the meohanism. In 

addition, it did not prove to be a simple mechanism for * 

local construction. A lot of care was required in aligning 

and spacing of the scutchers. However, considerable basic 

data on its mode of operation was obtained. With a dry 

crop (m.c. below 17 percent) it was able to thresh 80 kg/ 

hr. of seed per 45 om wide throat at the scutcher peripheral 

speed of 1400 m/min. and at the same time had a threshing 

efficiency of 98 percent. This meohanism may still offer 

possibilities, but its fundamental study would appear to
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demand sophisticated laboratory testing equipment, which 

was outside the moan8 r Tillable locally further study 

of this mechanism was therefore discontinued*

The rasp b&r meohanism, on the other hand, appeared 

to be capable of threshing the crop at practically any mois

ture content though the efficiency of threshing at high 

moisture contents wac not to the required stand rds. The 

comparative output figures for the rasp bar mechanism were

as follows 1 

M.C. of the Drum peripheral Threshing Output/hr.

crop speed efficiency of seed per 

33cm wide 

throat

25-27* 1400 m/nin. 89* 56 kg.

15-11% 1400 m/nin. Nearly 10 Oy" 73 kg.

The critical observations undertaken during the second 

phase with the toothpeg type of drum showed that the mecha

nism was capable of threshing soyabeans 2nd stripping ground 

nuts as well* During the course of experiments some useful 

data were collected concerning the ma-n operational para—
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meters, which in fact was the principal involvment in thie 

phase. As a result of this study, some recommendations 

for constructing a small scale tooth peg type of thresher 

can he augjested as follows*

(») ?.ange of peripheral speeds 1000 m/mln - 2000 m/nln.

Though during the course of trials threshing was accom

plished at lower peripheral speeds, than recommended here, 

it nay be recalled that the crop threshed was alnost crisp 

dry. The range given here is with a view to extend nachines 

used to thresh a high moisture content crop and to inoreaae

its output.

(b) Spacing of the rowa on the

circumference of the drum: 10 cm.

(c) Spacing of the rows on the
ooncave-along it. ciroumfer.ncei6 cm.

(d) llinimum number of stripe on
-concave necessary for

threshing: A



20 cm from the inlet

(e) Placing of first strip on 

the concave circumferencet

(f) Size and spacing of the

pegs* - Both on the drum 

and concave: 8 cm long and 1 cm wide

To be fixed 5 cm apart*

In the course of trials it was revealed that manual 

operation was not likely to be feasible over long hours, 

and it is therefore suggested that the machine should be • 

motivated by an engine of approximately 5 h*p. The in

corporation of an engine in the machine will allow some 

flexibility in the design of the drum. The drum size 

could be then made bigger to increase the machines output* 

The likely specifications for the drum could be suggested 

as follows:

Brum diameter: 30 cm to the middle o.l pegs*

Drum width: 45 cm*

The likely output of the machine fabricated on the 

above specifications could be envisaged to be in the range 

of 90-120 kg/hr. of seed at the drum peripheral speed of 

1200-1500 m/min. and also depending upon the condition 

of the crop at the time of actual threshing.

1 3 9
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In as far as the cleaning aspect* of the project were 
concerned, a cleaning mechanism called *Tht Universal 

Cleaner* was designed and locally fabric *ted. It was de

signed to be a versatile piece of machinery* having acces

sories attached to it, which could be changed to clean dif

ferent types of crops. Once again, the focal point of the 

study was to collect basic design data embracing various 

operational parameters. The initial phase of the study 

brought into light some basic requirements of a ole ner and on

the basis of this, following recommendations for constructing .
A . .A ( . *r* a |gl

a small scale cleaner can be suggested.

Length of the stroke of the 

walkert 

Slat pitch;

Slat interval!

straw
3.5-4 cm.
10° measured from bottom 

T-in# of the slats.

7.5 cm.

Upper edge of the slat to be sharp

Oscillation frequency of the 

straw walker*
170-180 strokes/minute

Thia aspect of to. .tody, perhapa, was not purauad in 

great depth a. It was aoon realised that%able or stationer.
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screen attached to the thresher and relative simple opera

tions of picking the haulms, would on the whole be ade

quate, provided that a suitable winnower oould be made 

available. It was suggested in the last chapter that the 

winnower designed at the National Institute of Agricultural 

Engineering in the United Kingdom, was reputed to be ex

cellent for this purpose, there appeared to be no point 

in stressing further this aspect of the study.

In regards to threshing of grain legumes with particu

lar reference to Boyabeans, these investigations suggest 

quite conclusively that the peg drum and concave mechanism 

would be more suitable for threshing of grain legumes being 

more effective in managing high moisture content material 

and at the same time the mechanism could conceivably 

be adopted also for the strippings of groundnuts - a crop 

not uncommonly grown in the same environment as soyabeans 

and other grain legumes.

As far as possibilities for developing a hand operated 

threshing machine is concerned, these investigations would 

seem to confirm that mechanical power would be highly de

sirable for operating rotating threshing mechanicals, in
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▼lew of the high energy demanded by then for rotating.
The incorporation of an engine ie likely to raiee the 

final construction cost of the assembly, but on the other 

hand if the machine le made mobile, it could be an ideal 

piece of equipment for communal use. It could b then 

shared either through a prirate contractor or a co-opera- 

tire renture to make it an economically riabl. propoeitlon.
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APPENDIX NO. Ax

RECORD OF OBSERVATIONS ON THRASHING

THRESHING UNIT* RASP BAR MECHANISM 
SEASON: JULY/AUGUST, 1970

CROP: SOYABEANS VARIETY BUKALA3A 4

M.C. : 25-27^ WET BASIS

DRUM PERIPHERAL WT.OP THRESHED WT.UNTHRESHSD DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER
SPEED IN W^IN. SEEDS IN TEN SEEDS IN TEN EXTERNAL EPPICIENCY HOUR IN KG.
AND REPL. NO. MIN. IN KG. LIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE

(*) 0>) -ft. -x 100 a+b

700 A 2.424 0.158 Negl. 93.88 14.544

B 2.116 0.138 1 gm. 93.88 12.696

C 2.260 0.140 Negl. 34.17 13.560

TREATMENT MEAN 2.267 93.3© __ 13.600

860 A 3.466 0.162 Negl. 95.56 20.916

B 2.988 0.266 Negl. 91.82 17.928

C 2.550 0.226 Negl. 91.86 15.300
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DRUM PERIPHERAL WT.OF THRESHED WT.UNTHRESHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

SPEED IH HAilH. SEEDS IN TEN SEEDS IN TEN EXTERNAL EFFICIENCY HOUR IN KG.

AND REPL. NO. MIN. IN KG. MIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE
(a) (b) 100a+b

1000 A 5.704 0.096 Negl. 98.34 34.224

B 4.084 0.114 Negl. 97.28 24.504
C 4.232 0.086 Negl. 98.23 25.392

TREATMENT MEAN 4.675 97.95 28.040
1200 A 7.368 0.088 Negl. 98.82 44.208

B 9.513 0.070 Negl. 99.27 57.108

C •><*"VO•CO 0.095 Negl. 98.91 51.864

TREATMENT KEAN 6.510 99.00 51.060

1400 A 9.298 0.045 Negl. 99.52 55.788

B 9.064 0.066 Negl. 99.28 54.384

C 9.925 0.052 Negl. 99.48 59.550

TREATMENT KEAN 9.429 99.43 56.574
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THRESHING UNIT: RASP BAR MECHANISM

SEASON: JULY/AUGUST, 1970
CROP: SOYABEANS. VARIETY BUKALASA 4

K.C.: 21-23/S V/ET BASIS

DRUM PERIPHERAL 

SPEED IN 

AND REPL. NO.

WT.OF THRESHED 

SEEDS IN TEN 

MIN. IN KG.
(a)

NT.UNTHRESHED 

SEEDS IN TEN

KIN. IN KG. 
0>)

DAMAGE

EXTERNAL

THRESHING

EFFICIENCY

PERCENTAGE

-~5L 100 a+b

OUTPUT PER 

HOUR IN KG.

730 A 3.684 0.640 Negl. 85.20 22.104

B 3.924 0.440 Negl. 90.33 23.544

C 3.650 0.530 Negl. 86.29 21.900

TREATMENT MEAN 3.753 87.27 22.516

860 A 4.000 0.650 Negl. 86.02 24.000

B 3.648 0.612 Negl. 85.63 21.888

C 3.310 0.400 Negl. 90.72 23.460

TREATMENT MEAN
... ________________________ 23.116
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DRUK PERIPHERAL WT.OF THRASHING WT. UNTHRESHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

SPEED IE 10tIH SEEDS IE TEH SEEDS IE TEE EXTERNAL EFFICIENCY HOUR IE KG.

AED REPL. NO. HIE. IE KG. KIN. IE KG. PERCENTAGE
(a) 0 0 — rx 100a+b

1000 A 5.925 0.623 Hegl. 90.48 35.550

B 6.434 0.785 Negl. 69.13 38.604

C 6.206 0.835 Hegl. 86.91 ___ 37.256

TREATMENT MEAN 6.108 88.84 37.130

1400 A 9.940 1.213 Negl. 89.12 59.640

B 9.148 0.730 Negl. 92.61 54.888

C 10.636 0.935 _ Negl. 91.92 63.816

TREATMENT MEAN 9.908 91.22 EiMAg_____
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THRESHING UNITx RASP BAR HECHANI8M 

SEASONx JULY/AUGUST y 1970

CROP! 

M.C. :

SOYABEANS VARIETY

15-17^ WET BASIS
BUKALASA 4

DRUM PERIPHERAL 

SPEED IN VL/MS. 

AND REPL. NO.

WT.OF THRESHED

SEEDS IN TEN

MIN. IN KG.
(a)

WT.UNTHRE3HED

SEEDS IN TEN

MIN. IN KG. 
(b)

DAMAGE THRESHING 

EXTERNAL EFFICIENCY 

PERCENTAGE 

x 100a+b

OUTPUT 

PER HOUR 

IB KG.

700 A 5.050 0.066 Negl. 98.71 30.300

B 5.094 0.078 Negl. 98.49 30.564

C 5.204 0.125 Negl. 97.65 31.224

TREATMENT MEAN 5.116 98.283 30.696

860 A 6.666 0.064 Negl. 99.049 39.996

B 7.098 0.129 Negl. 98.215 42.588

C 7.623 0.095 Negl. 98.769 45.736

TREATMENT MEAN 7.129 98.677 42.774
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DRUM PERIPHERAL 

SPEED IK M A H .  

AND REPL, HO,

WT.OP THRESHED 

SEEDS IN TEN

MIN. IN KG.
(a)

WT.UNTHRESTED 

SEEDS IN TEN 

MIN. IN NO.
M

DAMAGE

EXTERNAL

THRESHING 

EFFICIENCY 

PERCENTAGE 

* 100

OUTPUT 

PER HOUR 

IN KG.

1000 A 9,088 0.032 Negl. 99.649 54.528

B 11,534 0.055 Negl. 99.525 69.204
C 11,256 0.040 Heitl. 99.646 67.536

TREATMENT KEAN 10,626 99.606 63.756

1200 A 10.995 0.022 Negl. 99.300 65.970

B 11.738 0.022 Negl. 99.812 70.428

C 11.325 0.038 Nefil. 99.680 70.950

TREATMENT KEAN 11.519 69.119

1400 A 11.856 0.022 99.814 71.136

B 12.304 0.018 99.853 73.824

C 12.289 0.040 99.675 73.734
TREATMENT MEAN 12.250 39.730 72.898



APPENDIX Ag

CALCULATION OP REGRESSION EQUATIONS

OUTPUT - A DEPENDENT VARIABLE (y )

PERIPHERAL SPEED - AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (X)

KECHANISM - RASP BAR

REGRESSION EQUATION - Y * a + bx.

1. A TWO WAY TABLE POR SUMS OP SQUARES

PERIPHERAL

SPEED

OUTPUT

25-27$ 21-25$ 15-17$

H.C. 1.0. M.C.

Sx2

Sy 

Sy2

Sxy

SSx(Sx2-^|^") 

3Sy(Sy2.if*;2 
SPxy(sxy-^Sx^ ^  

R e g r e s s io n  s s (

5160.00

5629600.00

167.31 

7103.932 

193544.40

304480.00
t

1505.405

20880.48

195.31 279.25

8773.772 16929.085

219718.60 307036.20

1144.573 1332.973

1 8 1 5 8 .6 8  1 8 8 5 0 .2 0

1082.954 1167.0061431.931
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2. g jgATI 3gg

25-27$ m.c.

b SPxy
SSx

a20880,48 
304480.0

-0.0685

21-23$ m.c. -18158.68
304480.0

-0.0596

15-17$ m.c. -18850.20
304480.0

-0.0619

Sy-bSx 
a N

-167.31-0*0685 x 5160.0 
5

- - 186.15
5

« - 37.230

-195.31-0.0596 x 5160.0 
5

■ - 112.23 
5

- - 22.446

-279.25-0.0619 x 5160.0 
5

- 40.15
5

= 8.03

Thus ^25-27$ “ ~ 37.230 + 0.0685 X

Y21-25$ “ “ 22.446 + 0.0596 X

Y15-17$ 8.03 + 0.0619 X
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3. TEST FOR GOODNESS OP PIT OF THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 

REGRESSION VARIANCE IS TESTED AGAIN3T 

THE REMAINING (RESIDUAL) VARIANCE

25-27A m.c.

SOURCE D.F S. OP Se VARIANCE VARIANCE RATIO

TOTAL 4 1505.405

REGRESSION 1 1431.931 1431.931
*##

58.467

RESIDUAL 3 73.474 24.491

21-23% m.c.

TOTAL 4 1144.573
*■**

REGRESSION 1 1082*954 1082.954 52.72

RESIDUAL 3 61.619 205.540

15-17^ m.c.

TOTAL 4 1332.973
*

REGRESSION 1 1167.006 1167.006 21.094

RESIDUAL 3 165.967 55.322

.'. Each relationship nay be validly re*nrded as a linear one 

Are these relationships statistically different.
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(i) The initial squares and products may be obtained 

simply by adding the corresponding values for the individual

regressions, (e.g# Joint 3x * Sx25-27> + ®X23-21^

25-27$ 25-27$ 21-23$
and and and
25-21$m.c. 15-17$a.c» 15-17/ m»c»

Sx 10520,00 10320;00 10320.00

Sy 562,62 446.56 474.56

Sx2 11259200.00 11259200.00 11259200.00

sy2 15877.704 24035.017 25702.857

Sxy 413263.00 50580.60 526754.80

(ii) The sums of squares of deviations mvi sums of pro-

ducts of deviations are given below1

SSx 608960.00 608960.00 608960.00

SSy 2728,378 4091.434 3182.138

SPxy 39039.160 39730.68 37008.08

Regression SS 2502.719 2592.168 2249.077

Residual SS 225.659 1499.266 933.061

(sSy-Reg. SS)
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(iii) Comparison of the Joint residual variation with the 

sum of the individual residuals:

Vi.t-CM1inCJ VACM1CM dfjC#

D.P. 3.S. Variance V.R

Joint Residual 3 225.659

Sums of Individual 6 135.093 22.515

Residuals

Difference 2 90.566 45.283 2.011 HJ3.

The F test has not Bhown a significant improvement. in th® 

overall goodness of fit brought about by fitting two separate 

regressions rather than one Joint one# Therefore the two

regressions may not be validly regarded as having different 

relationships.

25-27# and 15-17# m.o.

’ elatios'S!th4''peJ k l) D.F. 5.5. Variance V.B.

Joint Residual 8 1499.266

Sum of Individual 6 239.441 39.906

Residuals
**#

Difference 2 1259.825 629.912 157.849

In this case, the F test indi#tes a significant improve
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ment in the overall goodness of fit, so the tv/o regressions 

may be validly regarded as different relationships.

21-23* and 15-17/ i m. c.

D.P. S.S. Variance V.R.

Joint Residual 8 933.061

Sum of individual 6 227.586 37.931

Residuals

Difference 2 705.475 352.737 9.294 1

In this case again, the F test indicates a significant

improvement in the overall goodness of fit. so the two re-

gresalons may be validly regarded as different relationships.

5# IN WHAT WAY ARB THESE RELATIONSHIPS DIFFERENT ?

There are two possible sources of difference between linear 

relationships (i) the slopes ('b’ coefficients) may be different 

and (ii) the intercepts or "elevations" (’a* coefficient) may 

be different. The possible source can be found out by testing 

whether the slopes (b values) are different.

The test is again made on residual variation to find out

whether the two individually calculated regressions account for
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a significantly greater part of the total variation in the data 

compared with two parallel or "common slope" regressions. The 

’common slope* calculations for SSxt S3y, SPxy and total D.P. 

are made by simply adding the values for the individual re

gressions.

TOTAL D.P. SSx SSy

Regression 25-27# m.c. 4 304480.0 1505.405 20990.48

" 15-17* n.c. 4 304480.0 1332.973 18850.20

Common Slope Regressions 8 608960.0 2838.378 33750,68

Regression 21-23# m.c. 4 304480.0 1144.573 18158.68

" 15-17/- m.c. ____ 4 ____ 304480.0 1332.973 18850.20

Common Slope Regressions 8 608960.0 2477.546 37008.38

Calculation of Common Slope Regression SS and Residual S3.

25-27# 21-23#
and and
15-17# r.i. c. 15-17# m.c.

Common Slope Regression SS (39730.68)*~ (37006.8S)*~
608960 608960

« 2592.168 » 2249.174

Common Slope Residual SS 2838.378—2592.168 2477.546-2249.174

- 246.210 =* 228.372
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An analysis of vuriance test may be made.

25-27£_ and 15-l_7>__m,_c 1V.K>CM1HCM•1 15-1T> m.c.

D.P, 3S Var. 7.B. 3S Var. V.R.

Common Slope 7 246.10 228.572

Residual

Sums of Individual 6 259.441 39.906 227.586 57.951

Residuals

Difference 1 6.659 6.659 0#166 0.786 0 .7 e 6  0 .0 0 2

N» 3 N«3

Since the F teat is non-significant this means that there 

is no significant improvement in the overall goodness of fit 

when two individual regressions are fitted rather than two re

gressions with the same slope i.e. the slopes of the two in

dividual regressions cannot be declared significantly different#

Further calculations for testing for the difference in

’elevations' is meaningless since if the slopes are not different
*

then an overall difference between regressions means that 

elevations must differ#
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6. FINAL REGRESSION EQUATIONS

If slopes are not significantly different regression lines 

should be presented with a common slope* This can be calcu

lated from the common slope regrecsion.

25-27$ m*c.

15-17/k m*c*

b « SPxy a
S3x

- 59730*68 
608960.00

* 0.0632

It

167*31-0.0652 x 5160 
3

- 33.824

= 279.25-Q.0652 x 5160*0
5

* - 11.436

Thus common slope equation

Y » - 33.824 + 0.0652 XX25-2T>

Y15-17$ - - 11.436 + 0.0652 X

Similarly other common slope equation aret

Y21-23$ ■ - 23.58 ♦ 0.0607 X

Y15-17$ * - 6.79 ♦ 0.0607 X

Earlier it was ehown that the regression lines representing 

25-27$ m.c. and 21-23$ m.c. as not having different relationship 

therefore no attempt was made to find a common slope, however
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there appears to be no harm in drawing one since the results 

of calculations then obtained may be due to erratic obocrvutiona

Thus
Y21-23# =* - 28*22 «■ 0*0652 X

The final conclusions of this particular analysis are that 

rates of increase in the output at three different moisture 

contents did not differ during the period of the observations 

but the differences in the rate of output were already estab

lished when the crop was threshed at different moisture contents.

7. RSG3E3SI0ff COEFFICIENT CALCTJIATIOH (r)

r=» Re^.SS
3Sy

r

25-27/ m.c.

1491*931
1505.405

21-25# m.c.

1082*954
1144.573

15-17# m.c*

1167*006
1332.973

« 0.9910 * 0*9461 * 0.8755

- 0.9954 r - 0.9730 r - 0.9360



APPENDIX Bx

RECORD OP OBSERVATIONS ON THRESHING 

THRESHING UNIT; PERISTALTIC THRESHER 

SEASON; JULY/AUGUST, 1970.

CROP; SOYABEANS VARIETY BUKALASA 4 

K.C.; 21-23#

SCUTCHER Y7T.0? THRESHED WT.UNTHHESHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

PERIPHERAL SEED IN TEN SEEDS IN TEN EXTERNAL EFPICIENCY HOUR IN

SPEED IN I4/KIN. KIN. IN KG. KIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE KG.

AND REP1. NO. f \ /v\ , x 100 (a ) (b) a+b

700 A Threshing efficiency at this scutcher speed was below 50 percent

B (Visual observation) and therefore the treatment was discarded.

C The pods were knocked off the plants but not threshed. Incidence 

of wrapping was high.
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SC U TC H ES W T.OP THRESH ED W T.UN TH RJSH ED DAMAGE TH RESH IN G OUTPUT PER

PERIPHERAL SEED IE TEN SEEDS IE TEE EXTERNAL EFFICIENCY HOUR IE KG.

SPEED IE M/&IN. 

AND HEPL. NO.

MIN. IE KG.

(a)

KIN* IN KG. 

(b)

PERCENTAGE
•S--X 100 ___.a+b

860 A 1.812 0.400 Nil 81.92 10.872

B 1.730 0.462 Nil 78.92 10.380

C 1.714 0.385 Nil 81.66 10.284

TREATMENT MEAN 1.752 80.53 10.512

1000 A 2.468 0.462 Nil 84*52 14.808

B 2.675 0.596 Nil 81.78 16.050

C 3.015 0.636 Nil 80.37 18.090

TREATMENT MEAN 2.719 82.22 16.316

1200 A 2.597 0.195 Nil 93*01 15.582

B 3*036 0.215 Nil 93.39 18.216

C 4.253 0.368 Nil . 92.04 25.518

TREATMENT MEAN ?.2?5______ 92.81 19.772
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SCUTCHER WT.OP THRESHED WT.UNTHR3SHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

PERIPHERAL SEED IN TEN SEEDS IN TEN EXTERNAL EPPICIENCY HOUR IN KG.

SPEED IN K/KIN. MIN. IN NO. MIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE

AND REPL. NO. (a) Cb) i 100a+b_______

1400 A 4.164 0.279 Nil 93.72 24.984

B 3.744 0.265 Nil 93.34 22.464

C 5.408 0.160 Nil 97.13 32.448 __

TREATMENT MEAN 4.419 -94. 75______ 26.632

CROP above 23/- ra.c. by all means cannot be threshed with the peristaltic mechani

The vibrations imparted to the pods fail to pop them open and in addition wrapping

tendencies are promoted with increase in m.c.

M.C.* 15-17/9

SCUTCHER PERIPHERAL WT.OP THRESHED WT.UNTHRESHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

SPEED IN MAIN. SEED IN TEN SEEDS IN TEN EXTERNAL EPPICIENCY HOUR IN

AND REPL. NO. MIN. IN KG MIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE KG.
(a) (b) ~ r x  100 a+b

700 0 . 5 3 2 0 . 5 2 2 Nil 94.81 57.192
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SCUTCHER PERIPHERAL 

SPEED IH KAlH.

AND REPL. HO.

WT.OP THRESHED

SEED IN TEN

KIN. IN KG.

(a)

UHTHRSSHED

SEEDS IN TEN

KIN. IN KO. 

(b )

DAMAGE THRESHING 

EXTERNAL EPPICIENCT 

PERCENTAGE

—  X 100a+D

OUTPUT PER 

HOUR IN KG

B 10.426 0.638 Nil 94.23 62.556

C 7,434 0.463 N il 94.15 44.724

TREATMENT MEAN 9-137 94.40 54.824

860 A 9.816 0.319 N il 96.85 58.896

B 8.936 0.299 N il 96.76 53.616

CC 8.246 0.257 N il 96.98 49.476

TREATMENT KEAN 8-999 96.86 53.996

1000 A 10.744 0.244 N i l 97.98 64.464

B 10.968 0.389 N il 96.57 65.808

C 13.058 0.449 N il 96.67 78.342

TREATMENT KEAN 11.590 97.01 69.538

1200 A 11.650 0.305 N il 97.45 69.900

B 11.414 0.320 N il 97.27 68.484

C 10.862 0.275 Nil 97.53 6.5.172
TREATMENT MEAN 11.^09 ___97^42____ 67.852



SCUTCHER PERIPHERAL WT.OF THRESHED UNTHRESHED DAMAGE THRESHING OUTPUT PER

SPEED IN M/KIN. SEED IN TEN 8EED3 IN TEN EXTERNAL EFFICIENCY HOUR IN KG.

AND RBPL. NO. MIN. IN EG. MIN. IN KG. PERCENTAGE
(a) (b) x 100a+b

1400 A 13.320 0.254 Nil 98.13 79.920

B 13.680 0.309 Nil 97.79 82.080

C 12.810 ..2*291.. Nil r ______ 76.860

TREATMENT MBAS_______ 15.270_________________________________ 97.86______ 79.620

At 700 and 860 nv̂ m n scutcher speed the mechanism appeared to be having a 

little trouble In clearing plant straws. Hence feeding rate had to be restricted.

APPENDIX B„

CALCULATION OF REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

OUTPUT - A DEPENDENT VARIABLE (j)

PERIPHERAL SP3.JD - AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE (x) 
MECHANISM - PERISTALTIC

REGRESSION EQUATION - Y * a+bx,
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1. A TWO WAY TABLS FOR 3UK8 OF SQUARES

PERIPHERAL SPEED OUTPUT

21-23',• 15-17$

Sx 4460*00 ( 21-23,«.e.
% - - »r # x '
5160*00 (15-17,Ja .c .

Sx2 5159600.00 (21-23* )

5629600.00 (15-17/*)

Sy 73.23 325.83

CSlJ>>CO 1476.812 21700.011

Sxy 86564.60 347242.00

SSx 166700.0 (21-23/0

304480.0 (15-17$)

33y 136.154 466.974

3Pxy *713.15 10985.44

RegresBion SS
U  >1dua*  *  -jj ♦ ,

133.256 396.3*7

9- REGRESSION EQUATI0N3

*  -  H aSSx
Sy-bgs a «  ^

_ _ A71‘i5-15 7*.9-*-0.0283 X 4460.0
21-23/0 n .

166700.0
4

-0.0283 .  -  13.249
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15-17$ m,o.

, ?JSL...3Sx

: 1Q9Q3.44 
304480.0

* 0.0361

(Sy-bSx)
V

525.83-0.0361 x 5160 
5

27.910

Thus

21-23$ = - 13.249 + 0.0283 X

15-17$ = 27.910 + 0.036 X

3. TEST POE GOODNESS OP PIT OP THE REGRjJSICN EQUATIONS

ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE 

REGRESSION VARIANCE IS TESTED AGAINST 

THE REMAINING (RESIDUAL) VARIANCE 

________________________ 21-23$ m.c.

SOURCE M r S.OP s. VARIANCE VARIANCE

TOTAL 3 136.154 -

REGRESSION 1 133.256 133.256 91.96 *

RESIDUAL 2 2.898 1.449

15-17$ m.c.

TOTAL 4 466.974 -

REGRESSION 1 396.347 396.347 16.835 4
RESIDUAL 3 70.627 23.542

.•.Each relationship may be validly regarded as a linear one.

Are these relationships statistically different
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4. TBoT FOR JOINT R5GRE33IGN

(i) The initial squares and products may be obtained 

simply by adding the corresponding values for the individual 

regressions (e.g. Joint Sx * 3x21-23> * Sx15-17^

Sx

s y

Sx2

Sy2

Sxy

21- 23$
and
15-17/ m.c. 

9620,00 

399.06 

110769200,00

23176.823

433606.60

(ii) The sums of squares of deviations and suns of pro

ducts of deviations are given below.

SSx

SSy

SPxy

Regression SS

Residual SS 
(SSy-Reg.S3)

486488.90

5482.503

7055.800

1023.339

4459.164

.(iii) Comparison of the joint residual variation with 

the sum of the individual residuals :-
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D.F. S.S. VARIANCE V.R.

JOINT RESIDUAL 7 4459.164

SUMS OF INDIVIDUAL 5 73.525 14.705

RESIDUALS

DIFFERENCE 2 4385.639 2192.819
#**

149.120

In this case, the P test indicates a significant improve

ment in the overall goodness of fit, so the two regressions 

may be validly regarded as different relationships,

5. IN WHAT WAY ARE THESE RELATIONSHIPS DIFFERENT?**

See for explanation Appendix A25.

TOTAL . if SSx
D.F. M f%br

Regression 21-23> m. c. 3 166700.00 136.154 4713*15

:t______ 15-17, m.c. 4 304460.00 466.974 10985*4,4 _

Common Slope Regressions 7 471180.00 603.120 15698,59

Common Slope Regression S3

Common Slope Residual

(15693.59)2
471180.0

523.039

603.128-523.039

80.89

An analysis of variance test may be made
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De? SS VARIANCE Y.R.

Common Slope 6 80.89

Residual

Sums of Individual 5 73.525 14.70

Residual

Difference 1 7.37 7.37 0.50 N.S.

Since the F test is non-significant this means that there 

is no significant improvement in the overall goodness of fit 

when two individual regressions are fitted rather then two 

regressions with the same slope i.e. the slopes of t^e t-o 

individual r e g r e s s i o n s  cannot be declared significantly differsnt.

Therefore, there is an overall difference between the 

elevations (a).

6. FINAL REGRESSION 3QUA!2I0I<S.

If slopes are not significantly different regressions 

lines should be presented with a oomon slope. This can be 

calculated from the common slope regression.

b
3PX£
SSx
15698.59 

% 8 6  488. 9

3/-box 
N

7?.25-0.0322 x 4460.0.
21-23^ rue
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SPx l _ 3y-bSx
SSx *  * I

0.0322 - - 17.59

0.0322 325.83 x 0.0322 x 5160.0 
* 5

« 31.93

Thus common slops equation

* 21- 23$  “  17,59 + 0,0322 1 
Y15-175S = + 31.93+0.0322 I

7. REGRESSION COEFFICIENT CALCULATIONS (r)

21-23/* m.c. 15-17$ n.c

ReK. SS 
r * SSy

133^256
136.154

396.34?
466.974

= 0.9787 * 0.8487

r * 0.9890 r = 0.9212



APPENDIX C.

O b se rv a tio n  Records And The Tt 1 T eat P or Stroke 

Frequ en cy  Usinr. The U n iv e rsa l C le a n e r *

1 * A Table shovdng th e time tak en  by th e  straw s to

complete their + 1m long journ ey  on the straw  deck*

STROKES/MIN TIME TAKEN 
1 s t  REPL.

TIME TAKBN 
2ND REPL.

TIME TAKEN
3RD REPL.

TOTAL

170(A) 20 Secs* 22 s e c s * 18 secs* 60 sees*

175(b ) 15 s e c s * 15 s e c s * 14 8608* 44 3003*

180(c) 8 s e c s * 10 secs 8 sece 26 secs*

2* Sum and mean o f each  sam ple*

. A B C

X 60*0 44*0 26*0

X 20.0 14.66 8*66

3 * Sum o f  sq u are s  o f  d e v ia t io n  f o r  each  sam ple*

A B C

SX2 - (SX)2 1208 - 3600 646-1936 228-676
N 3 3 3

= 8*0 0 ,6 7 2 .6 7

C a lc u la t io n  o f V arian ce

s x 2 -  ( s x ) "  
i

N -l A B c

8 0 *67
2

2.67_.
2 2

= 4 = 0 .3 8 5 1.335



5. Calculation of the S.E. of the difference between the two
2 4 2

jjaeano.

A V B A V C B V C
S 8 8

V arian ce  A j V arian ce  3 V ariance A t V arian ce  C V ariance _3 t V arian  
N N B H B I

4 0.385 4 2.67 0.385 2.67

3 3 3 " 3 3 + 3

1.461 2.223 1.018

1.209 1**91

Calculation of the value of • t1

t Actual difference between means
S.3. of difference between means.

1.009

A Ts B A V C s * VB 0

20.0 - 14.66 20.0 - 8.66 14.66 - 8.66

1.209 1.491 1.009

4.41* « 7,60 **
**

= 5.94


